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by Mike Stewart

(. 'taff writer

The University of Idaho is in danger
)-'I of being censured by the American

, I Association of University Professors
': (AAUP) if its preliminary report3
(.-; remains basically unchanged after a

3 !,'eriod of comment and correction that

the sections of the report that referred
to the Idaho Legislature, the board,
and the conclusions reached
concerning the dismissal of Lois Pace,
former Professor of Home Economics
at the university.

He questioned how the investigative
team could reach the conclusions they
did without talking with the
legislature or board. He also took
issue with the report's conclusions'that
said the laid off faculty members had
no proper opportunity for appealing
the termination of their positions.

Gibb added that he felt the national
office of the AAUP had the university
condemned before they even started
their investigation..

The confidential report was received
by key people on the UI campus
involved in the issue last week, and the
Argonaut was able to gain access to a
copy of it.

If the report is accepted by the
AAUP governing body and stands as it
is now, without any major revisions,
the AAUP will decide whether to
censure the university at its annual
delegates meeting in June 1983.

If the university is censured,
according to Thomas Morris, it could
be placed on a list of universities which
appears in the AAUP publication,
Academe.. Morris defined censure as"a statement that actions were taken
that violated the Basic Statement. of

will last until Oct. 11.
The confidential report is the result

of an independent investigation
conducted by two investigators from

3 (:, the AAUP. Last spring, Arval A.
Morris, a University of Washington
law professor, and Thomas D. Morris,
a Portland State, University history

t); professor, came to this university to
+j 'nquire into allegations that there had

not been a financial exigency regarding
higher education in the state of Idaho
in the spring of 1981. As a result of
that declaration of financial exigency

,t'., by the State Board of Education, 24
)): faculty members in the College of

) I'griculture, 11 of which were tenured,
were laid off.

Ul President Richard Gibb said he
) !', hadn't studied the complete report yet,

but he had read the conclusions that
were reached by the investigating team.

) .. Gibb responded angrily, "It's full of
inaccuracies. It is, to be charitable,
absurd." He added, "It's totally

(j: unfair, a very unprofessional report."

-5
Gibb took particular exception to

re d'or: as ses
Principles," which is a set of 'basic
guidelines the- AAUP operates on in
behalf of its member professors.

The principles are recognized by
about 100 educational organizations
and groups nationwide, arid set forth
the fundamental tenets of 'academic
freedom and tenure, said Jonathan
Knight, associate secretary of the
AAUP.

The report castigates the actions of
the legislature,- the board, and the UI
administration, and concludes that:—"The Legislature of the State of
Idaho, acting in early I981, at a time of
anticipated financial crisis,
underfunded the University of Idaho
not because of a bona fide financial
exigency but in order to induce the
State Board of Education to declare a
financial exigency and thus provide the
University, of. Idaho administration
with the discretionary authority to
terminate faculty positions without the
ordinary constraints imposed by the
principles of academic freedom and
tenure.—"The State Board's criteria for
declaring a state offinancial exigency
arid the implementing procedures for
terminating faculty appointments 'are
fundamentally incompatible with the
I940 Statement of Principles 'on

Academic Freedom and Tenure and
the procedural standards set forth in
the Association's Recommended

Regulations. on: Academic Fieeddm
and Tenure.

"The administration of the
University bf Idaho acted on grounds
of financial exigency .to terminate
faculty appointments br the College of
Agriculture's agrictultural research
and cooperative extension programsin
the absence of a bona fide financial
exigency, as defined in the 1940
Statemeri t of Principles and the
Recommended Institutional
Regulations; that required the
termination of faculty appointments
for its alleviation. When a financial
surplus subsequently emerged, the
administration declined to rescind its
action despite the fact that a financial
exigency by any definition no longer
existed.—"The criteria employed by. the
University of Idaho's College of
A'griculture administration in
unilaterally identifying faculty
members for termination of their .

appointments were based on
judgments of relative merit. The
administration's actions in these cases

. were tantamount to dismissal for
cause, without affordance of the
safeguards of academic due process

'hat the I940 Statement of Principles
requires. The affected faculty members
were selected by the administration

See AAUP p97
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She said she came back to
the university expecting to
have access to the restroom in
the education building. Rogers
said she had to have surgery
done on her bladder twice last
year because the restrooms in
the education building are
inaccessible to disabled
students. She is susceptible to
severe bladder infections when
she isn't able to use a restroom
every two to four hours, and is
often in the building for six
hours at a time.

The last time she had
surgery she was in the hospital
for two weeks and was forced
to quit school.

Rogers said that until she
started yelling, the UI didn'

push to get improvements
started, and she added that her
handicapped friends on
campus have applauded her
efforts.

Since Rogers made her
complaints, the university has
put in ramps along the route
she travels between the
education building and the
University Classroom Center,
some telephone booths on
campus have been lowered so
disabled students can use
them, and work has begun on
the women's restroom on the
third floor of the education
building to make it accessible
to disabled students.

According to Terry
Armstrong, the executive
assistant to the president, the

See Complaints pg 16

el
" Complaints spur action on

handicapped concerns
j:F', by Andy Taylor

Staffwriter

Apparently, the
handicapped access issue is not~

over. The University of Idaho
~

';: vras aaain threatened, this time
with a lawsuit, on Sept. 10
because of its inadequate
facilities for disabled students.

~
Lauri Rogers, a junior in

therapeutic recreation who is
afflicted with multiple
sclerosis (MS) and must travel
in a wheelchair or electric cart,
said she was totally frustrated
with the UI's inadequate
facilities in the buildings for
disabled students and the
administration's . attitude
towards the students
themselves."Iwent into the president's
office and told Terry
Armstrong that if I have to!
have another surgery done on
my bladder (caused directly by
inadequate facilities) I was
going to sue the school, and I
definitely would," Rogers
said. "I told him if things
aren't done I was going to

~

raise hell.
"There are a lot of things

. the administration promised
to get done during the summer

g . — Such as the sidewalkI, between the education
building and the P.E.
buildings, accessibility to the
administration annex, and the
accessiblity to the restrooms in
the education building —that
simply weren't done," Rogers
said.
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last day to remove grades of "incomplete" is
W'ed., Oct. 6.

PhotobyP Jerome

A crowd of over 300 turned out yesterday to listen to the band Dark Star and eat ice cream

during the first Homecoming Campus Bash.
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The university sh'ould start
looking now at ways'to handle
future cuts because inore cuts
may come in mid-January

'after the start of the second
semester, said:. Robert
Fur gason, academic vice
president, at 'uesday's
Faculty Council meeting.

"Time really puts us in a
bind because we won't know
exactly how much will have to
be cut until mid-January,"

. Furgason told the council. If
cuts then have to'be made,
there may have to be a
reshuffling of faculty and
staff, and some students may
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have'to reschedule'classes as a
result.

Furgason talked with the
Budget Liaison Committee
and the deans to get some
maneuvering room for the
present time.."Even though it
seems like that is essentially

playing into the hands of those
who could give a damn about
whether or not we - have any

money, we really don't have a
choice," Furgason said. "It'
easier to plan a change if it'
before the fiscal yea'r because
you can reformat things.

"There are certain things
we'e going to have to do,
whether we like it or not.
We'e going to essentially have
to really clamp down on filling
in vacant positions; for those
secretarial positions that
resign, I don't like to say no,
but if you think about the
magnitude of the problem, if
we were to have to come up
with, say a 5 percent decrease
in 'he budget, that's $1.4
million. We'e really going to
have to essentially hold vacant

positions unless there's a very

good reason."
Furgason said there was

really nothing anyone, the

state or the university, could

do about it. "All we can say is
'Damn)'".

Fur gason continued,
"Another thing we will not do
at this particular point is

commit the $225,000 worth of .

capital outlay that would

normally go for equipment
and major needs of the
university.

"Another one is, we'l try
and put a hold on any plant
projects that are going on-
campus lighting is a good one,,
but I think we'e already
committed to that one so we'l
probably let her go," he said.

After Furgason's "grim"
forecast, approval was

requested for a new regulation
to be added to the University
of Idaho catalog that would

requiie candidates for
undergraduate degrees at the
Idaho Falls Center for Higher
Education to complete a

minimum of 32 of the last 64
credits in UI courses other
than those offered by
Correspondence Study. It
passed unanimously with no
discussloll.

Changes in general
academic regulations
concerning last chance to drop
classes were postponed until a
representative from the
University Curriculum
Committee could be present to
better explain the proposal,
which is planned for the next
meeting.

Another proposed change in
general academic regulations
was also postponed until the
next meeting. That proposal
dealt with students receiving a
D or F in a course, limiting
the times they should be able
to repeat the course to one
time. It was pointed out that
this would prevent a student
from taking an advanced
course, if they fail the
prerequisite twice. The council
decided to wait and have the
point clarified by a committee

mva.sEf ~ 882 2723
524 South Main Moscow, idaho 83843 ake Your Holiday

Travel Plans
NOW!

Early reservations
mean you get the

best rates available.
SS TRAVEL ~ VACATIONS

TOURS/PACKAGES

Your reservations are instantly confirmed on our

AA SABRE, computer. J~

ASUl Programs presents

GENE RODDENBERRY'S

St, ilk l tk'ltk

7:30p.m. ~I
-U of l SUB Ballroom

Oct. 7, 1982
$2.60 Admission

Tickets available at SUB info desk

.Brief review of program
. ~Blooper reels from TV shows

~"Backstage" scenes from the motion picture
~Lecture
~Questions & Answers
~intermission
Screening of "The Cage" (The original Star Trek pilot).
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More cuts coming but Ul actlonuncerta In
representative. It was

suggested, since both of these
proposals originated in the
College of Engineering, that
the council look into
possibilities of making these
regulation changes applicable
only to students in the College
of Engineering.

Workshops to
beat probation

'eat Academic
Probation" workshops are
designed to help students
take notes, prepare for
tests, and improve reading
and writing skills,
according to Judy Wallins
of Student Advisory
Services.

Workshop groups will

meet four times over a
period of two weeks in
UCC 233. Dates and times
of the workshops are:

Oct. 5, 7, 12 and 14, 2-
3:30p.m..

Oct. 26,28, Nov. 2and4,
8 - 9:30a.m.,

Nov. 8, 10, 15 and 17, 3-
4:30p.m.

Group enrollment will be
limited to 15 students, and
those interested should sign

up at Student Advisory
Services, located in UCC
241, between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. weekdays. The last

day to register for a
workshop is . the Friday
before it begins

Student Advisory
Services also offers other
programs, such as those to
help with. managing time,
selecting career goals, and
reducing school anxiety.
These are offered on a
demand basis, and
interested students should
contact the SAS office.

theArgonaut
The best way to
keep up on
campus activities.
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. Frank Childs was appointed
the Parents'eekend
Chairman, Elizabeth ErdmanIn other finance committee

business, Green reported there
was a mistake in the
accounting records. He said
the ASUI balance recorded
with the Budgeting Office had
$7,000 in the budget that had
been counted twice. The
senate had not been aware of
the mistake, which made their
account overfunded.

DO YOU DIG
VOLLEYBALL

Join the Men's Moscow Volleyball Club

Improve Your Volleyball Skills

And Learn More About The
Moscow Volleyball Club

Practices every Wed. and Fri. Evening
from 6:30to 8:30at the Small Gym

in the Women's P.E.Building

For more info call Mark at 882-3884

"We are okay money-wise,
though," said'reen. "We
can still finance everything- we
need to."
r
Precision Engraving Co.

TROD@ SHOP
Engraved signs

- trophies-
- plaques-

OPEN 5-6 p.m. daily

oi'all882-4384
408 S Main, Moscow

E
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Are you interested in entertainment at the I
THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO'

If so, the ASUI ENTERTAINMENT I
COMMITTEE

W-ANTS YOU!

g Openings for: I
~ ~CATERING ASSISTANT
~ COMMITTEE MEMBERS I
II

, Apply at the ASUI Programs Office
Lawaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaweed

EARN CASH AS
OUR SALES REP FOR
CAINPING GEAR
We'e a leading. direct mail firm
specialixing in brand name camp-
ing and backpacking gear. Our
prices are discounted, resulting in
excellent sales potential. We need
sales representatives who will earn
cotnmlssions by selling tram our
catalog. You have no -inventory
to worry about - just develop and
process orders. For intormation snd
application, call Buckhead Out-
fitters, toll tree, at 1-000-241-2672.

The new Karmelkorn Shoppe in the SUB certain kinds of items like candy, pop and
has done a good business in its first few popcorn.
weeks, according, to Janet Hall, co-owner of The HaHs have leased the space for one
that shop and its parent in the Palouse Empire year, for $2,000 or 5 percent of gross sales,
Malh The shop in the SUB is located in the .whichever is greater. The arrangement was
space formerly occupied by the Country approved by the State Board of Education at
Store, and is the first private business to lease its September meeting.
the space. The terms of the lease limit the shop's sales

The Country Store looked like it was doing to soft drinks and various kinds of popcorn
a booming business, but most of the activity and candy. In addition to regular popcorn and
was just cashing checks for. students, caramel corn, the shop offers such special
according to. Dean Vettrus, SUB manager. flavorsassourcreamandonionpopcorn.
The store sold candy, T-shirts and magazines Carl Hall said the shop wouldn't carry ice
but was not a profitable operation, Vettrus cream, ashisshopinthemalldoes, inorderto
said. avoid competition with the SUB Food Service.

The lack of profit led to considering what While the SUB serves the Pepsi line of soft
else the space could be used for. Vettrus said drinks, the Karmelkorn Shoppe will serve

no bids weresolicited for the space but he had Coke, Tab and 7-UP. A clause in the lease
heard that Carl and Janet Hall, owners of the prohibits charging less than the SUB does for
Karmelkorn Shop and Carl's Cafe, were softdrinks.
looking for: a location for an outlet ' The new shop will'not have all the facilities

Karmelkorn Shop. Vettrus contacted the that the mall shop has, but the plain popcorn
Halls about the space in the SUB. will be popped at the new shop. Hall said

Vettrus described the new outlet as there would be a grand opening at the SUB
specialized, saying it was only suitable for shopinafewweeks.

Senate session
Photo bureau gets more money

The ASUI Senate was on its President pro-tern Tim was appointed to the Graduate
best behavior under the glare Maiarchick announced there Council Committee, and Ben

'f

television lights Wednesday will be an off-campus seminar Rey and Margaret Lawless to
night, passing a bill and on October ]2. He urged all the Judicial Council.
confirming off-campus students to attend.
appointments. Other appointments ratified

Senator David Borror by the senate included Anita
Business included a bill reported the proceedings of Frankl as the Lecture Notes

passed by a senate rebudget of the Idaho Association of Administrator and Andrea
the photog aphy Bureau Th s Commerce and Industry task Rlemann as the Issues and
bill provides the bureau money force meeting he and ASUI Forums Chairman. Also
for an extra pdsition, said President Andy Artis attended appointed was Thomas

enator Scott Green, author last week. The task force was Crossan as ASUI Financial
created to do a comprehensive Manager.

"We are providing this study of post-secondary Two ASUI boards received
Position for the Photography schools, Borror said. appointments also. On the
Bureau because of the loss of ASUI Issues'nd Forums
work study jobs and budget The senate confirmed 13 committee are Dean Oberst
cuts, This department was appointments during the Kim Higgins and Toni
really hit hard," said Green, meeting. Goodson. The ASUI
who is also chairman of the Communication Board
senate finance committee. received three of its six board

members, Janice Leavitt,
Rick Felix and Tammy Blinn.
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Beware assassins-on-campus
lurking with rubber-tip guns

by Seiinifer Kroos
Staff Writer

A figure crouched in the
shadows of the hall, hs
finger on the trigger of his
gun, ready to. shoot at
anything that moves.
Another person hovered in
the doorway, willing to
shoot first and ask
questions later. Still others
barricaded themselves
behirid locked doors, afraid
to come out in the open.

, A tense situation> Yes
Dangerous'o.. The
gunmen were members of
Upham- and Carter halls
and the weapons were
rubber suction-tipped dart
guns the only weapons
allowed in the Assassin
Game played by 40 men and
five women last Wednesday
and Thursday.

The . Assassin Game,
which started in the East,
involves a hitman assigned
to kill or "hit" a "victim,"
while being pursued by
another "assassin," who is
also licensed to kill if he
finds out his pursuer's

identity. Drew Dunn, a
junior member of Upham,
played the'ame at Boise
State University and
decided to get it started here
at Idaho. He described it as
a ."big circle that closes
down" until one survivor is
left.

Dunn, who played the
game with about 150people
at BSU, said it went

surprisiiigly fast, with 'only

four survivois left after the
first day. They called a
temporary truce and met in
the hall lounge for a final
shoot-out. 'd
Hendrickson, 'nother
member of Up ham, was
awarded the "Bazooka
Dart" as final survivor.

Dunn did not participate
in the game, or arbitrate
any arguments, but he did
decide the rules. The most.
important thing to
remember, he said, was that
only two people whom an
assassin could shoot were
his victims and the assassin
after him. I fffhe 'ssassins,
were not'Slowed to inake
hits during classes or work,
and the rubber. darts were
allowed to strike any part of
the body, but at least one
witness was required to
verify a hit.

There were a few
problems with the game.
Some victims refused to die
after being shot, and
Nightwatch was called in
once when the game became
too rowdy. Aside from
these few setbacks,
however, the game was a
success.

Chris Scoles, a member
of Upham, said the game is
"fun to play, normal
tensions 'disappeared, and
no one gets upset." Next,
Upham plans on
challenging ariother hall ta
relieve tensions after the-.
next round of tests.
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Catch something
Financial eris'es of past years have dampened many spirits'.

"

Living in a state suffering from financial straits and attending a
university which is, because of those straits, operating below

the status quo, Idahoans and University of Idaho students have

had little to celebrate lately.

Nevertheless, it's Homecoming Weekend.

Alumni and students involved in Homecoming activities can

count on the usual events: there is the game itself, the parade,

the dance, and many other events. Some things never change.

Homecoming is an opportunity to shelve dismal bodings and

forebodmgs, and to enjoy a side of the University of Idaho that
isn't affected by the economic plight.

I

Homecoming traditions have been with the university since
'ts

beginning —,far longer than any worries about exorbitant

student fees, program cutbacks, and other financial nightmares

which now assail the university.

Homecoming Weekend provides a chance to enjoy those

aspects of the university whigh heave survived the test of years.
It's a chance to reminisce about good times experienced at the

university; it's a time to get together with fellow UI alumns of
all ages.

The Campus Bash planned for this weekend is a new event

on the Homecoming Weekend program. If it's a success, we

hope it will be here in the years to come. The ASUI has made

, possible a get-together in the tradition of small-town U.S.A.
4thof Julypicnics.-

Catch the spirit of Homecoming and the tradition of the

university at the Campus Bash, or at the Bonfire, or at the

Homecoming game itself. But catch it. Revel in

Homecoming, in the UI tradition, and in the community of
people that is the students, faculty and staff, and the alumni.

Get caught up in the spirit and forget about the crippling
'costs of higher education, forget about. program and position
cutbacks, and forget the general economic malaise enervating

the university. Forget about all that —at least until Monday
morning.

H'appy Homecoming...
Val Pishl

A poorly publicized event took place this

week, of interest primarily to the business and

engineering majors who took part.-The first

great hurdle of the job seeking process faced

us all: signing up for job intetviews at the
Placement Center. No incan test, this!
Successful candidates were expected to give up
at least half of one night's sleep.

, I was aware of the general operating
procedure, !f not the finer points, when I
arrived at the Faculty Office Complex at 10
p.m. Monday night. A congenial little group
had already gathered, much to the
bewilderment of students leaving the library
or evening classes. There were coolers with
suds and backpacks and bedrolls and
lawnchairs —all the ingredi'ents for a jolly
outing.

Foolishly, I had planned on just staking out
a grassy'atch and sleeping till four', then
shuffling inside to count down the hours to
dawn. I should have planned on a good poker
game instead. It seemed no one else had the
remotest plans for closing their eyes and
risking the loss of a precious place in line.

For those who stuck it out, stayed up till
three and stepped around the poor sap at the
door who couldn't wake up, to crowd into the
FOC lobby, there were perhaps some
moments for reflection about what was going
on. The difficulties in earning a degree began
to fade as new and unknown trials presented
themselves.

Maybe it is a calculated taste of the "real
world" we college students make occasional
reference to. Success is a function of arbitrary
measures and tests bear no relation to the
stakes. I, of course, could not say what the
real world is like.

The Placement Center's policy. is "first
come first served," which might also be stated
as "last come not served." The fifty or so
latecomers (who arrived closer to six than to
four) were given no cookie for their efforts—
"come back tomorrow morning" —and be a
bit more quick about it! We wonder when the
line will form in October. Will dinnertime be
early enough'!

There are some underlying problems here.
A lot of people want'jobs and there don'
seem to be enough to satisfy them. Indeed,
our government tells us that one out of every
10 of us want, to work but cannot. The
Placement Center is providing a needed

service for students and we thank them for

that. Perhaps I should not complain, but I'm

going to.
A cover sheet on the interview schedule has,

for some months now, carefully explained the

drill (if not mentioning the best hour to arrive)

and theyhilosophy behind it. Once the lucky

registrant has (oops, not lucky —this is a test

of individual initiative ) received his or her

number and returned at the appointed hour,
slhe is not limited to the number of interviews

s/he can sign up for. ("An

arbitrary limit seems unfair. Individuals

should be allowed to maximize their

opportunities.") Apparently maxmization of
opportunity does not apply to those without

the initiative to spend the night at the FOC.
I think that I can speak for at leas't a

hundred people when I say that the current

procedure needs some modification. The

demand on the system has increased

dramatically in the past year.
Following a premise of "equal treatment"

may avoid discrimination, but it does not
ensure a reasonable or optimum solution. For
my part, I have three suggestions to make. I
encourage the staff 6f the Placement Center
and students to come up with others.

First, if demand -exceeds capacity, it is

reasonable to limit the initial signup to those
graduating at the end of the current semester.
Most employers interviewing in the spring 'are

not interested in next fall's graduates and the
current system puts fall grads at a
disadvantage,

Second, if demand exceeds capacity, it
seems quite fair to impose an arbitrary limit

on the number of interviews per person, at
least for the first few days of signup. Such a
limit would encourage more maturity in
selection as well as provide opportunities for
more people, rather than more opportunities
for some people.

Finally, if more than 200 people show up
the first day, give them signup numbers for
the next day instead of telling them to come
back and wait in line again the next morning.
The person whose dignity you respect today
will respect you tommorrow.

Sure it was a barrel of fun, be even a good
joke gets old.

Tom von Allen is a graduating studenl in
engineering, looking for ajob.

Sen(or i air) sou': ...,.„„„„

=>eryc ay I;rac haec ies Lewis Day
The rhetoric on the Beirut massacre is still

- fiowing fast and free. Anyone who can pic%
: up a pen has commented on that tragic event,

and yet much of what welve heard is nothing
new..Our conscious has been numbed by the
successive acts of insanity which have plagued
the Middle East for, in the short memory of
most of the world, the past 40 years. The
Middle East has been a world flashpoint for
better than 2,000 years.

What happened m Beirut a few weeks ago
has not really affected the perceptions people
hold about Israel, the Palestinians or any of
the participants in that unholy conflict.

, President Reagan had already embarked on
his plan — with Defense Secretary
Weinburger —to move the U,S. away from
our traditional identification with Israel,
Arafat was already a hero at the UN and the
myopic world press had tried and convicted
Israel for its supposed aggression.

It is clear the Israeli army and the
government of Prime Minister Begin must
bear responsibility for the killings in Beirut,
but to equate even the reactionary Begin with
Hitler is sheer demagoguery and shows a
willfull and calculated distortion of the facts.

Begin made the mistake of getting mired in a
hopeless situation in the Lebanese capital, but
are his motivations all that difficult to
under stand2 Suppose for a minute the
Canadians had troops strung along our
common border. Now suppose these
Canadians had been making hit and run
attacks across the border, with small farms in
Michigan, Ohio.and New York serving as
targets. All this is hypothetical, because the
United States in its imperial might would
never allow Canada to place us in a position
such as the one Israel has been placed in by the
Arab states and a vicious world. So, while
Begin should have known what would
happen, the blame for this holocaust must be
shared by a wider raiige of deferidants.

The attacks on Israel were bound to bring
about an Israel with an insecure people and a
leadership which is pugnacious and
recalcitrant. Begin and his Likud coalition is

. the result of living m-'an externally imposed
siege state. The Arab nations surrounding the
State of Israel must bear ultimate
responsibility for the calcification of Israel's-
stance. If they had made any effort to make a
peace with Israel, if th'ey had been willing to

deal with the Labor governments of Meir and
Rabin, if the egos throughout the region had
been willing to sit down and t'alk about the
common problems they all share we wouldn'
be faced with situations such as the mass
murder in the Beirut camps.

With wonderful hindsight we can solve the
problems of the world; but it's the here and
now we must deal with, not a pie in the sky
future. The conflict in the region must be
resolved, not because of network news
speculation about superpower entanglements,
but because of the smaller everyday tragedies.
The lasting effect this ceaseless war fare has on
the survivors is more permanent than, the
deaths which are quickly forgotton by a
callous and indifferent world. After the
bombs have fallen and the American and
European reporters have taken their rhetoric
to other war, zones, the people of West
BEIRUT, East Jerusalem and Haifa must
continue to live with- each other and on the
land.

Lewis Day is a UI student, majoring in
history.
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A police state?
Editor>

Personally, I'm rather surprised at
the lack of student response to the
Moscow Police raid on Chrisman Hall.
It's not the question of drug use I'm
concerned about, but of our freedom
from this kind of invasion of privacy. I
never realized that the police were
allowed to randomly select

peoples'esidencesfor inspection —I thought
that the whole purpose of search
warrants is to ensure that police have
some cause for suspicion before
searching a person or his home (or
doesn't the law recognize students as
legal citizens2) Now, if the police had
had reason to suspect each student
whose room was searched, that's okay,
but in this case it appears that they just
decided the odds were they would find
something, and knew that they could
get away with it.

~ This kind of police tactic makes me
wonder which Moscow it is that I'm
living in. I'm a firm supporter of the
American system of government, and
it saddens me to see these abuses of our
basic American rights. It saddens me
even more to see it happen unopposed.
Are the American people going to just
sit back and watch like so many sheep
while our great country turns into a
police state2 One of the best things
about this country is our right to speak
up and make sure that our system
serves us, it's citizens, and we must
make use of this right while we still
can.

If any one else has any feeling on this
subject, don't be intimidated, let your
views be known. Complaining to our
friends won't do any good, you'e got
to speak out publicly. I'd like to know
whether or not I'm being too idealistic
with my faith in our Constitution.

Stuart Tolman

Shut up & keep quiet
Editor,

Check out last Tuesday's edition of
the Argonaut: "Norma Loreto
Pizarro, 19, Moscow, was arrested,
cited and released for jaywalking
acorss 6th St. late Friday night."

Pretty interesting. Too bad that
while my friend Norma was being
arrested for jaywalking, various drug
deals were in process, the roads were
plagued with drunken drivers,
somewhere a woman was in danger of,
being raped, seven freshmen were
trying to sneak into the Nobby, and
someone half-flat tened my car tires.

No wonder. It took six patrolmen to
cite Norma: the two undercover agents
that made the initial arrest, two extra
patrolmen in case of trouble, and, of
course, the third patrol car that paced
up and down the road in case she tried
to make a run for it.

Just how, many policemen do we
have in Moscow, anyway? Will one of
the officers fx my tires? Is jaywalking
really that important of a crime? I

don't'believe so. At least six lfficers
worth of importance can be tagged to
it.

Is my tax money being used to arrest
jaywalkers? And what about the
harassment that Norma received from
the officers who instructed her to
"Shut up and keep quiet," when she
tried to protest? Just how effective is
the police system in Moscow? I'l let
you decide.

Karen Kirkendoll

Idaho for Idahonians
Editor,

It's refreshing to know that Idaho is
represented in Washington by a man
whose very livelihood depends upon
the stability of Idaho's economy. Larry
Craig was born and raised in Idaho,
graduated from Idaho schools, and
retains an active interest in the family
ranch.

'One of Idaho's strengths is her
representation in both Boise and
Washington by men who, for the most
part, are farmers, ranchers, and small
businessmen. Larry Craig is a rancher
who became involved in politics out of
a sense of duty;

Larry Craig is not, like his young
challenger, a politician trying to stay
employed. The young aspirant to
Idaho's 1st District seat in Washington
spent last year trying to learn what
Idaho is all about, by working up and
down -the district at odd jobs.
Apparently his California heritage and
his duties answering the phone for
Frank Church did not prepare him well
enough. But after a few months of odd
jobs, he is ready to represent you.
How? When asked in a Boise news
conference what he intended to do
working on a farm in Kuna, he
responded with a simple "Whatever a
farmer does in the third week, of
October." Let's let Idaho be
represented by an Idahonian. Let'
keep Larry Craig in Office.

Kurt Meppen

First, what could possibly give anyone
the idea they would want to spell out a
Greek letter'll And secondly, if there
are so many people- (such as Ms.
Driesbach) .who feel they could do it
better, why don't we see them out on
the field at halftime?

Sharon Sprague
A non-marching band member

P.S. I don't know where Ms.
Driesbach learned to count, but there
were four "white crayolas", not sixl

Sing along
To the students,

I would like to commend the
behavior which you exhibited last
Saturday night at the beginning of the
game. It thrilled me to hear the way
you took over so well when the
speakers went out during the National
Anthem. The way you came right in
showed me that some of you were
already singing along and most of you
were paying attention. I really
appreciate the respect vou give me
when I sing and the respect you give
our nation by being attentive and
singing along.

Brent Carlson

Big goose sgg
Editor,

In last Friday's.Argonaut, Richard
Thomas criticized Congressional
candidate Larry LaRocco as being a
"young liberal." This is certainly
misrepresentative of LaRocco in light
of his stances on many issues,.But then
again, compared with his opponent
Larry Craig, I think any moderate
would be consideied liberal only
because Craig is so ultra-conservative.
Consider the following facts, which are
based entirely on Representative
Craig's votes in Congress:
-According to the National Journal,
and authoritative Washington
publication, Craig has the 3rd most
conservative voting record of the 435
members of Congress.
—Craig had over a 90 percent rating by
the John Birch Society as supporting
issues relevant to that group.
—On education issues, both the
National Education Association and
the American Fedeiation of Teacher
have given Craig a perfect rating—
absolutely "0".

I repeat the question I'e .asked
myself so many times —just who is
Larry Craig "working" for in
Congress?

Greg Cook

No snaking or shaking
Editor,

I am appalled at the "What Was
That?" letter in the Sept. 28 Argonaui.
Our marching band and flag corps
practice daily for the games; at least we
know they are supporting our team and
school!

The next thing I would like to point
out is the fact that they are not there to
simply "shake it" as some other
organizations do, they are out there to
show our school's pride and colors. It
may look easy to twirl rifles and spin
flags but I highly doubt that it is;
especially when they have to do it in the
rain (i.e., the WSU game) 1

As to the fact that they were
"snaking about in a random
movement": that is simply not so. If
everyone stood still out there on the
field it would be very boring. After all,
they caught Ms. Driesbach's attention
didn't they?
i I have but two more things to say.

Shoddy sophistry
Editor,

Mike Borden's article promoting
Democrat Betsy Thomas for District 5
Representative was mostly a
transparent piece of shoddy sophistry.

Stripped of its window dressing,
Thomas'osition is to extract more tax
money from Idaho's businesses and

1

citizens. This- will cause businesse)s to,
raise. prices and therefore decrease the
disposable income, of everyone, except
of course the tax collector. Thomas,
ever the, advocate, also wants more
money from the public utilities. Where
does she think they will get it —from
the Tooth Fairy or the Easter

Bunny'ore

likely (sin'ce the Easter Bunny
and others have recently filed for
bankruptcy) this "revenue

.generation," as Thomas so coyly refers
to tax increases, will also be extracted
from Idaho taxpayers and consumers.
Considering that most students receive
some financial assistance from these
same taxpayers and consumers (in the
form of cash from mom and dad) what
this becomes is the "you can pay me
now or you can pay me later" game.
The dishonesty comes in, however, by
trying to make it look otherwise.

In fairness, however, I must say that
Andy Taylor's hyping of the
Republican incumbent, Doc Lucas, is
equally devoid of a principled
approach to the reality of a cash
shortage. Lucas also considers himself
a supporter of higher education. This is
hardly a surprising position to take
around here. But in actuality, his
approach differs froni Thomas'ore
in style than substance.

A more honest approach might be:
Costs are increasing, therefore the

.university needs more money. If you
are attending the university you will
have to pay more or accept a reduction
in services. This approach, however,
will be taken by a Demopublican
candidate the week after Yasir Arafat
is invited to a Bar Mitvah.

Bill Malan

A proven commodity
Editor,

If you'd rather be paying tuition in
addition to student fees, don'
continue reading this letter. The
tuition bills before the Legislature
this past session were seemed to be
automatic, but thanks to the leade'r of
the in-state tuition fight, these bills
were soundly defeated.

Moscow's own Representative Doc
Lucas led the charge in unwanted
tuition, thus saving University of
Idaho students hundreds of dollars.
Representative Lucas has made a solid

commitment to education and
r e s e a r' h

In the future, he plans equally
vigorous activity on behalf of the
students and the university. Lucas will
be uncompromising in the search for
added money for education.

It was with Lucas'elp that KUID-
FMTV is stiH broadcasting its own
programs today, through increasing
funding from the Legislature.

Lucas is a proven commodity.
Continue to support your own
education and return Representative
Doc Lucas to the House of
Representatives!

Brooklin J.Gore
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.gga to get improvements- o—eco-iinc) acI:ivi:ies
Two violations of the Life

Safety Code in the SUB will
soori be rectified with
installation of emergency
lighting and panic hardware
on all major doors, according
to Arnie Broberg, UI safety
officer. The problem came to
Broberg's attention last year
after "a concerned student
filed a complaint."

The 1982 'omecoming 'eek --Frorii 8 a.m.'o noon the College of
'activities continue to'night and this 'orestrywillrunanopen'house.
weekend with the Class of .'57 reunion, —Main Street Moscow will be the site

. the parade, open houses across campus of the homecoming parade at 9 a.m.
and the Vandal football game against -The Campus Christian Center, at 822

.Weber State. Elm St., will hold an open house from

Friday, Oct. 1: 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
-The Alumni Lounge in the Alumni -From 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Art and
Center will hold an open house all day. Architecture will show student exhibits
-Class of '57 Reunion registration andholdanopenhouse.
sign-in between,l and 4:30 P.m. in the The College of Mines wi!! be open
SUB lobby and at 5:30 p.m. the andholdsomedemonstrationsfrom10
reunion dinner will be served in the '

in tomidnight
UniversityInn-BestWestern. -At 11 a.m.- the Boyd and Grace-Athletes of the 1950s Reunion will
meet at 'he University Inn-Best
Western at 5:30p.m. for dinner.
-'-At6:30p.m. the parents'Association -Everyone is welcome for a pre-game
will hold a dinner in the Kibbie-ASUI rally at the University Inn-Best
Dome East End Addition. Later that Western at 11:30 a.m. Following the
evening the Borah Theatron the SUB rally the football game between Idaho
will present "North Dallas Forty" at 7 and Weber State will begin at 1:30p.m.
and 9:30p.m. in the Kibbie Dome.
—The LDS Student Association is -After the game the College of Law
sponsoring a dance in the SUB and Campus Living Groups will hold
ballroom commencing at 8 p.m. . open houses.
Saturday, Oct. 2: -The Moscow Elks will be the site of-A "Chuckwagonss breakfast will be the homecoming dance at 8:30p.m.
served at the Moscow Hotel from 7:30-
9:30a.m.
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. Bids for the emergency
lighting have returned and
Associated -Electric of
Lewiston is the successful
bidder. Total cost for
purchase and installation is
approximately $14,000, said
Dean Vettrus, SUB general
manager.

Broberg said the SUB was
inspected last year by Bob
Hoop, state safety inspector,
and, was "written up for
violating .the Life Safety
Code." Inspections are based
upon safety codes adopted by

HOPS, INC
08-882 - 3751.']

II's j
of Idaho, and isthe state

enforced
Departme

by the state
nt of Labor. i;; ft

es state that certainThe cod
, minimum

must be
buildings.
you are
must hav
work;"

safety conditions
maintained in public

Broberg said, "If
an employee, you
e a safe place to

The Life Safety Code states
that educational buildings and
places of assembly must
maintain conditions that will
prevent panic in emergency
conditions. "We want to make
the means of egress obvious to
people and unobstructed,"
said Brob erg. In some
emergency situations lighting
is needed to ensure a safe way
out of a building.

panic hardware on the
doors is needed to ensure an
unobstructed way out and
Broberg said, "You cannot
have doors that can lock
people in the building."
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GOING TO COLLEGE?
SAVE YOUR TIME AND YOUR MONEY...

I could have saved a small fortune in college
with this book. I sure as - - - - am now.

A. D. Law Student
yenlura, California

because if you don'!, you won't be there long!! For
the first time, students and graduates, and even
dropouts have collaborated on a project aimed
directly at making your college career a successful
one.

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
You need to know how to read. You also need to
know how fo take advantage of others'xperience.
More importantly, you need enough money and time
to achieve your goal. Before you can succeed in

your chosen career you must succeed in college. If

you are not in college to become successful, you
don't need to read any further.

50'/o OF STUDENTS WILL FAIL...
to graduate from the college that they entered.
That's right!! Fully half of all entering students do
not graduate. That is a national average. Why?
Some of you don't belong in college. However, most
of these dropouts simply either can't afford to

,continue or. they can't organize their time. If your
time isn't organized, your college life will be
miserable!

If someone i ad given me this information in
school.l would not Aave had to quit... I was
broke and discouraged. This book could have
saved me in co//ege.

R.K.R.
Cleveland, Ohio:

SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID...
are getting harder and harder to obtain. The Ori~inal
College Survival Guide, tells you how and where
to look. There is still aid available if you know how
to go about getting it.

WHAT'S 'TO LOSE?
Absolutely nothing. Thats right, not one thing. If for
~an reason, you return your book within ten days
undtimaged, your money will be fully refunded. No
questions, no strings, you will get your money back.
It's that simple.

WHAT'S TO GAIN?
The Original College Survival Guide, tells you how
!o save your time and your money. You can save
20% or more on your current food costs with just a
little effort and know-how. It does more than that.
Your book tells you how to deal effectively with the
administration. You will learn what tn beware of in
leases end how to gel out of them if you have Io. It
even tells you how to make money at college!

$100 CASH IN ONE DAY!!
Several methods described in this book can net you
this much and more!! No tricks and no gimmicks.
These methods have been tried and proven by other
students. You have the motivation and intelligence
or you wouldn't be in college. The Original College
Survival Guide, gives you the secrets. You supply
the effott.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD!!
.That'. right, free. Many students pay no money for
,their room and board. No, they don'f live af home.
You could do it foo, if you knew how. Remember, if .
you are not satisfied with The Original College.
Survival Guide, for any reason, you get your money
back. What do you have to lose?

ROTTEN ROOMMATES & BAD PROPS.
You should avoid both. You can if you know how.
You will earn how to find out who the bad teachers-
and lousy roommates are before you gef them, not
after. Moreover, you will learn what'it takes to be a
good roommate.

APARTMENT OR HOUSE'™
Or should you live in the dorm or perhaps at home?
Your book gives you the trade-offs fo consider.

IN EIGHT WEEKS...
You can be fwo months poorer or many years wiser.
The decision is yours. The years of experience
contain'ed in Tl;e Original College Survivaf Guide.
have never been presented in such a complete and
easy to read fashion before.

YOU PAID MORE...
just Io apply to college. They didn't give you a
money back guarantee either. Shouldn't you be
willing to pay less to find out how to get through
college than you did to get in?

I woufdn't be successful today if I hadn'
succeeded in college. This book would have
made it a lot easier on my wallet and my mind.
Theinlormafionin this book is worth hundreds of
dollars to any Student.

D. L. S. Material Manager
Fortune 200 Corporation
Menfor, Ohio

NOT IN ANY STORE...
will you find this book. Order today. This offer will
expire in fwo weeks and may nol be repeated.

ABSOLUTE INONEY BACK GUARANTEE

NAh%

AODRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

allow 4-8 weeks delivery
C'opyright 1982 Village Productions Co.

MAIL TO: VILLAGE PRODUCTIONS COMPANY
P. 0, BOX 301
PERRY, OHIO 44081

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
NO C.O.D.'s

Original College Survival Guide(s) @$865
each (Ohto res. $9.13each)

PLEASE PRINT NEATLY
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'...A@UP from pg1
~j:,:" with no consideration of academic
I

> tenure, No specific reasons were given
!„"and none are available for the
):,': administration's dect'sion on individual
,'cases.—"The faculty members notified
". of'termination of their appointments

j;- were denied opportunity for an
!:.'ppropriate hearing and other
~ 'rocedural protections called for in the
(; Association's Recommended
., Institutional Regulations.

td
"The University of Idaho

.-: administration acted reprehensibly in
": providing the released faculty members

only a little more than one month of
notice and in holding to that position

: even after it was determined that funds
that could ameliorate it were available.—"In the case of Professor Lois
8'. Pace, the University of Idaho
administration terminated her
appointment as a tenured member of
the faculty while engaging new faculty
members and retaining essentially all
of the functions of the program in
which she had participated. The
administration, without satisjactory
explanation, denied Professor Pace the
opportunity, after her position was
terminated, to relocate in a suitable
alternate position.

The report cites a comment made by
State Senator Dean Van Engelen, R-
Burley, before the Joint Finance and
Appropriations Committee. The
comment was made after then-State
Board President Cheryl Hymas had
jus5 addressed the committee
requesting an increased education

budget for.Fiscai Year'1983.
The report quotes Van Engelen as

follows: "For some years a number of
us in the legislature, contrary to what
you say, have been very interested in
education. We feel and sense that we
need a direction 'oward quality
education and not just dumping
money. For some years we'e asked the
Board to kind of move in this direction
and we have always gotten the answer,'ell the statutes (tenure?) prohibit
it.'hey prohibit us from doing the
things that need to be done to get
quality education in the state of Idaho.
So last year, as an overt action of this
Committee and this legislature, we
threw you into a state of financial
exigency to override those statutes
(tenure?), to get some quality in the
state of Idaho in Higher Education,
post secondary. I think it, uh, you cut I
know a little in Coop Extension; you
cut a little in Ag Research. And other
from that, I have failed to see any
substantive action that the State Board
of Education has taken in the direction
of Higher Education. All I have heard
from the State Board is basically
criticism of the legislature because they
didn't give you enough money to go on
with business as usual. Can you think
of one thing the State Board has done
in the last year, as. far as cutting
programs, consolidating programs,
trying to get a little more bang for your
buck —any single thing that the State
Board has done to try to bring quality
to Higher Education in the State of
Idaho?"

naut —Friday, October 1, 1982 7
exigency.'"

Members of the State. Board of
Education that .were contacted: for
comnient said they had not seen any
copy of the:..--.preliminary report.
-Howevei, the covei-sheet of the 47-"
page document stated that it had been
sent "to the chief officers of the
administration, and to other parties
coricerned in the report."

Thomas Morris, of the investigating
team, said the report is thoroughly
confidential and that he is under. an
AAUP injunction not to comment on
the content of the report.

Pace also refused comment on the
preliminary report, saying she would
honor AAUP's request for
confidentiality. Pace has a lawsuit

pending against UI President Richard
Gibb; Raymond Miller, Dean of the
College of Agriculture; and the
members of the State Board of
Education.

Knight said, "the report has been
approved for publication by the
association's Comnuttee 'A'n
Academic Freedom and Tenure."
However, he stressed the preliminary
nature of the report. He said it is

subject to revisions and corrections of
facts and the final recommendation of
the investigating team as to vIhether the
University of Idaho will be placed on
the list of censured schools will not be
made until after publication.

. "Censure is not automatic," said
Knight.

Argo

.The repor't says the "statement by
Van Engelen starids as testimony that
financial exigency was not bona fide."
The report also points out that the
statement .was unchallenged by any-
member'f the Joint.'Finances and
Appropriations Committee.

'he

report( explains how the
definition. of"-financial exigency was
changed by the board. Prior to that
change, the AAUP's 1940Statement of
Principles stated that termination on
financial exigency grounds be
"demonstrably bona fide."

The AAUP Statement defined
financial exigency as "imminent crisis
whiqh threatens the survival of the
institutions as a whole and which
cannot be alleviated by less drastic
meara.,"

Tha't definition was changed in early
1981 by the board from the AAUP
definition to read: ".a demonstrably
bona fide, imminent financial crisis
which threatens the viability of an
agency, institution, office or
department as a whole, or one of its
programs or other distinct units, and
which cannot be alleviated by less
drastic means than a reduction in the
employment force. Financial exigency
shall exist only upon a board
declaration."

The AAUP preliminary report states
that financial exigency as redefined by
the State Board of Education, "reflects
the fact that a funding level below that
needed to maintain current programs,
services and personnel will be
considered a 'state of financial
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%EEKEND!

Here are some SPECIAL
SILVER AND GOLD
SAVINGS for YOU!

Friday! Saturday! Sunday!

S V ='i SAVINGS...25% OEE
Junior entire stock of Jeans

Mens entire stock of Winter Jackets Lingerie entire stock of sleepwear
Missy entire stock of sweaters and robes
Missy entire stock of Domestics entire stock of towels
coordinate groups and sheets
Missy entire stock of Winter Jackets Gifts entire stock of baskets
Junior entire stock of sweaters

Go:>SAV ((13S...5Q%OEE
Mens Khaki Dress Pants
reg. 20.00
Mens Kennington Sweaters 1/2 price
Mens Thermal Socks
reg. 4.00
Missy Group of Jeans and cords
1/2 price

Junior Praire skirts
Junior group of jeans and fun pants
Accessories Entire stock of jeweiry
Group of Leg warmers 1/2 price
Domestics group of sheets, pillows,
mattress pads 1/2 price
Gifts selection of gift items 1/2 price

Good Luck VANDALS!
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Gene Roddenberry, creator
and producer of the original
Star Trek television series and
Paramount's Star Trek movies

will appear in the SUB
Ballroom on Thursday, Oct. 7
at 8 p.m.

In creating Star Trek,
Roddenberry launched a
phenomenon without equal in

show business. Beginning in

1966, Star Trek ran for three
seasons on NBC. After that,
the show went into worldwide
release in forty-seven other
countries and into syndication
in more than 160 markets
throughout the United States
to more outstanding rating. As
the Star Trek legend grew, its
following expanded into the
millions; it included physicists,
aerospace engineers,
housewives, children, teachers

and its loyal band of
"trekkies." It spawned
hundreds of fan clubs and Star

'is i~

'I i

Trek conventions attracted
tens of thousands of fans.

Roddenberry is appearing at
the University of Idaho as a
part of "Star Trek Week".
His presentation will be

followed on Friday by the
showing of Star Trek —the
Motion Picture and on
Saturday by Star Trek Il.—
Wrath of Kahn, in the Borah
Theatre at the SUB.

Roddenberry in addition to
'roducing the films and

sharing writing credits for the
screen 'lays and . original
stories, has led a life as
exciting as,.almost any -high

adventure fiction.
Reaching outside, televison,

.Star Tick won science fictIon's
coveted 'ugo Award, and
became the only series ever to
have an episode preserved iri

the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington, D.C. In
addition, the original U.S.S.
Enterprise from the series,
inspired the naming of
NASA's space shuttle, and
today Star Trek's original
eleven-foot starship model is
on display in the Smithsonian.

Roddenberry has served as a
member of the Writer's Guild

Executive Council and a
governor of the Television

Academy of Arts and
Sciences. He'elongs to the

Explorers Club of New York

City, the American Civil

Liberties Union and, ln 1973,
received an 'onorary
Doctorate in Humane Letters
from Emerson College in

Boston.
Since, the start of the Star

Trek phenomenon, he has

been in. steady demand as a
lecturer, speaking of "The
World of Star, Trek" to
audiences of 10,000 and more

at a time in major arenas

around the country, in such

cities as Cleveland, Atlarita,

Denver and in Nashville at the

Grand Old Opry. He also

addressed the 14th annual

Space Congress at Cape
Kennedy.

Tickets for Roddenberry
are $2 50 each and are
available at the SUB
Information Desk. The lecture
is presented by ASUI
Programs.

I»»
I
I
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Formula works
in Gentleman

by Lewis Day
Entertainment editor

Formula movies work.
Perhaps that goes without
saying, but then I was never
the one for obvious
statements. An Officer and a
Gentleman falls squarely into
the ready-to-order category. It
is assuredly a comfortable
film.

This recipe for success frees
filmmakers who otherwise
might worry about the need
for creativity; The scenario, at
least as it works for An Officer
and a Gentleman, involves
that most tried and true of
concepts, "boy meets girl."

This recipe for success frees
filmmaker s who otherwise
might worry about the need
for creativity. The scenario, at
least as it works for An Officer
and a Gentleman, involves
that most tried and true of
concepts, "boy meets girl."

After the initial contact any
number of things may happen,
depending on the particular
variation. Invariably, one of
the lovers is the strong one.
Full of independance and guts,
this protagonist stays aloof
from the plebian pleasures of
love. He, for usually it is he,
acts as though caring and
affection were two things most
remote from his mind. And he
is always able to do this with

his partner remaining

absolutely clueless.
That is a key feature of the

..formula, the unknowing and

unsuspecting lover who is

see Officer page ~ 3
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)Vore ess I:rio s
by Lewis Day
Entertainment editor

The right words, spoken

at the right time can often

have an impact far beyond

their original intention.
Two years ago Dr. Helen

Caldicott, president of
Physicians for Social
Responsibility, spoke on

the 'angers of . nuclear

.proliferation and the arms

race. That speech in Seattle
touched a nerve in Victoria
Millard.

"Ifwe have the brilliance .

to destroy ourselves, then

we have the brilliance to
survive. For me, it's a
commitment to continue

evolution, to continue
God's creation. We are the

curators of life on Earth."
Hearing Caldicott's
remarks caused Millard, a
member of the Offshoot
Mime Company, to think

about her stance on the

nuclear issue. She decided it

was time to take a stand,

time to counter the feelings

of powerlessness she had

felt up to this time.
As it happened, Millard's

partners in Offshoot Mime

New experiences a
by Julie Reagan
Contributing writer

»

The Offshoot'Mime Company will present Four Minutes To

Midnight, Oct. 16, at the Campus Christian Center

humankind is to riuclear
devastation, The recent
climate of mistrust between

the US and the Soviet
Union has caused the hands

on the clock to move from
seven to four minutes 'til

midnight, hence the title.
The'presentation focuses

on their belief in a
choice'hich

people must make.
between life and death. The
mimes hope to show

the'estructivedirection in
which 'humanity is headed:
and to contrast that with an
awakened realization of the

were at the same lecture.

Donna Kost-Grant and

Ariel were movedin much
'he

same way, With Millard

they were determined to
address the topic in their art

form.
The result was Four

Minutes to Midnight, a
presentation styled as "a
tragicomic mime about the

life and death choices we

face in the nuclear age."
The title is taken from the

Bulletin of A tomic
Scientist's Atomic Clock,
an indicator of how close

part of 'Con'

I ~ ~

Last weekend I left behind the chaotic world of classes,

textbooks and homework to enter the fascinating world of the

Con. MosCon IV. As avid fans know, this is the one time every

year that they come together to celebrate their interest in

science fiction and fantasy. Above all, meeting new people and

making new friends is the object of this gathering.

See MOSCOn, page13

SI;8f
things which are
meanmgful and which we

care about enough to save..
Their performances, with

the goal for "each
individual to assume

personal responsibility for
the future," have been
praised.. Caldicott, the
woman who,started it all,
said, "This play done in

mime is the most powerful
exposition of nuclear war

that I have ever seen...I,
and a friend of mine,
another physician,
staggered out and were

deeply affected for the rest
of the day."

With the debate over the
arms race heating up, one
might thmk Four Mmutes
to Midnight outlines a
course of action.. for the
audience. It doesn'. As the
interpretations of the

performance -differ from
person to person, so do the
responses. The women

'elieve the presentation will

cause people to think about
the question, ponder the

options for action (and
inaction) and decide on a
personal response. That is

their hope.
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!Ianner season
by Lewis Day
Entertainment editor

They" re calling it their
banner year. The people at
Spokane Civic Theatre think
this will be a-special year. To
convey this feeling, the theatre
boasts an impressive sounding

character given to frivolity.
Her lover Matt, played by

Danzig, doesn't fare so well.
At times it seemed as though
Danzig was distracted by the

very act of being onstage. His
features went wooden at the
most inopportune moments,
and his singing tended to
overshadow all the other
performers. The times he was
in character Danzig was the
perfect mate for Luisa. Pity
we couldn't have seen more of
it.

Theatre

season,.one which includes A
. Streetcar Named Desire and

Fiddler on the Roof. To start
that season, the off-Broadway
hit The Fantasticks was
chosen.

Undoubtedly there were
many'reasons for this Choice:

'heFantasticks has a small
cast, enjoyable music and a
universal theme. That theme,
"boy meets girl," coupled
with talented casts is what has
made the play a favorite fear
almost 20 years.

a „

a

na Marie Reitan

Enthusiasm was the,key
element in the production.
From David Allan Sharp's
soulful rendition of "Try to
Remember" through the
dizzying "Round and Round"
the company had a contagious
air of .ebullience, Sharp's
singing, while starting off a
little on the shy side, was lusty
and full throughout the
performance. His singing and
acting fit his character, El
Gallo/the Narrator, a bandit
and rogue. He did everything
but leer at the audience.

. Javtt )Ll an sharp and Shaw

even, with cast enthusiasin
catching on with the capacity
crowd at the'layhouse on
Spokane's north side.

As in every lovers'tory,
this one had belligerent
fathers. The two dads set up a
wa!I to keep their kids apart,
only we know they really
wanted the young 'uns to fall

in love. At times we wonder if
the fathers aren't totally mad
as they dance and ape their
way through "Never-Say No"
and "ItDepends on What You
Pay." The two old hoots are
played with a heavy, burlesque
style by Robert P. Kingsley
and Robert E. charley.
Kingsley happens to be a
deputy prosecutor for
Spokane County, and one
can't help but wonder if his
acting abilities help his
conviction rate. At any rate
these two - are priceless

The stage is subdued. All
that we see is a platform,
bartner and large chest. Then,
in a hushed, dark house a lone
spotlight beams down on the
trunk. A head pops up, a
mute. She is the facilitator.
With no spoken lines, Debbie
Grover spends the balance of
the performance directing
traffic in the follies and foibles
of a night at the theatre.

If other productions of The
Fantasticks match the one at
Civic it's easy to understand
why. The performance by
Civic's company matched the
play itself for excitement and
spontaneity. Despite some
glitches, the production was The center pieces of The

Fantasticks, the boy and girl,
were played by Brian Danzig
and Shawna Marie Reitan,
Reit'as a fine singing voice,
if a bit overpowering at times.

SUMMER SPECIAL
- reiftesrted ky pettahrr densand-

I

Zotos Perm I ~@~---;-:
complete with

& style of

extended thrtt Oct. 31, 1882

'.. Melee'4 S~
e/ &reA 2'~>~ ll all

- Chrtet te the Anewer-

FITNESS
UNUMITED

+NNOUNCES
coupon

15% Discount p ff
first month's fees

Tuesday - Thursday exPires Oct. 28, 1982
41I L NrdteeMeacewo 112 %33 ltls4th %30 5 O'Selt SS30-5 A New Aerobics Class Starting Oct. 0 9, 1982

For more information
Call Maria Nixon
882-1515or 882-5148

yC ) FITNESS UNLIMITED
'aTlids'enter, 3rd & Main, downtown Moscow
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THE SUNDAY IVIORNING SHOQI
"MUSIC TQ SQQTHE THE SQUL.". l,

sec ins wi; i —usica
' -youthful'"frivolity to Luisa, a

together; I would love tq see
them in a production of Ehe
Sunshine Boys.

At times Kingsley and
Farley had a run for their
money in the slapstick
department. Scenes with
Henry, the Actor (Fred
Carrillo) and his sidekick,
Mortimer (Alan Spaulding) as
they wreak havoc in cahoots
with El Gallo take on the
flavor of "the lunatics have
taken over the assylum." They
lead Matt and Luisa down the
primrose path of unreasonable
expectations, at once bringing
sorrow and uproarious
insanity to the stage. But what

See Play, page ~3

Events
FRIDAY, OCT. 1.

...The Burning Stake
'offeeHouse - at the

Campus Christian Center
will feature, in tonight's
program, Peace or Pieces: a
Program on Peace. Dr.
Boyd Martin will speak on
the proposed UI Peace
Academy, and music and
Mark Twain's War Prayer
will be featured. The coffee
house opens at 7:30 p.m.,
and is free.
SATURDAY, OCT. 2.

...The Dusty Lentils
Women's rugby club match
against the Seattle Seabyrds
is today at Noon on Wicks
Field.

LSAT ~ NCAT ~ ORE

GRE PSTCN ~ GRE BIO

NT ~ GNAT ~ DAT

OCAT ~ PCAT ~ VN

SAT ~ ACT ~ TOEFL ~ MSKP

NAFL NED BDS ~ ECFMG
FLEX ~ VOE ~ NDB ~ RN BOS

CPA ~ SPEED READING

83hst(ItM4 NIPIAN
EOVCATIONAL CENTER

Tera preparalioo speclaliara
Srnee 1938

For rntormarrorr, Preeae Cell

(206) 632-0634
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GET HQT T
with

Ski Clothing, Mountaineering
and cold, weather clothing fro

NORTHWESTERN MOU

We feature clothing by:

Roffe, North Face, Skyr,
Gerry, Experience,

Patagonia 8t,

Woolrich

plus
Long Underwear, Turtlenecks, Hats,

Gloves, Skis 4 Sweaters

FEATLJRING
r

Farm and Promotrons Drr actor,
Sundays. 6-'lOam

MOSCO%
410.West 3rd

882%133 .
-Hours:

Mon-Sat, 10-5:30pm
Sun 12-5'pm

PULLMAN
N. 115 Grand

334-1105
Hours:

Mon-Sat, 10-5:30pm

STUDENT STEREO . SS.3 Don't miss our In-Progress Ski Salef



PlB)r from page 12

would a "boy meets girl"-
story be without a happy
ending2Tom Jones'lay gives
us just that, but not without a

,,! dash of that wisdom inherent
in the living of life.

Music, comedy, sobriety: all
come together in this
production of The
Fantasticks. The hilarity and
insanity of the production
make an evening at Spokane
Civic Theatre a time not easily
forgotten. A small dose of

k'orals is lumped with a large
dollop of good times makes
The Fantasticks a time of
good, old-fashioned fun.

I

officer from page
destined, within the next 90
minutes, to have hisher heart
shredded like so much cole
slaw. But this is a necessity.
We have to keep a firm
perspective on who's in
control, who is destined to be
brutalized.

Happily, An Officer and a
Gentleman does not let us
down. Indeed, Richard Gere
does his utmost to live up to
that callous bastard
stereotype. As assiduously as
Gere strives to be the perfect
louse, Debra Winger (late of
Urban Cowboy) equally
projects the image of victim-
in-waiting. She does Iso with
complete equanimity, waiting!: calmly for Gere to batter her
etnotions with the meat axe of

«

~his priggish insecurity.

However, all is not lost on

$t i these practitioners of the
rt

RAM 8AILBONDS

"lfyourinjail
ca/I us for Bail"

882-8640
Day, Night 8 Weekends

Dave Swayne 208 S.Main
882-7290 Moscow

NOSCOtl from page 9

pQpfp by D Freder cks

The first programs of the annual confab included art shows,
panels and movies. When I arrived at the convention site,
Cavanaugh's Motor Inn, Friday afternoon, things were. in full
swing. Fortunately, I arrived just in time for the first big event
of MosCon IV, the formal "White Tie and Towel" 'jacuzzi
party. This being my first visit to a MosCon; or any other con

Marquis de Sade's'noble art.
As foolishly as they tumble
into the trap the formula
makers have laid, Gere and
Winger must get in line behind
their co-stars. Their mirror
images in this film carry
situational inanity to new- heights...um, depths. The man
is a lost soul, doing nothing
(including act) well..The
woman is, as secondary
females in these epics nearly
alwa'ys are, a cross between
Lucretia Borgia and Mother
Theresa. Talk about split
personalities!

Formula movies work,
though. They succeed because
audiences want to know
what's going on, want to have
a sense of control. An Officer
and a Gentleman fulfills that
task admirably. And if that'
what an audience goes to the

movies for, can the filmmaker
be faulted for delivering2

. Of course-not. And for all
the predictability, all the
cruelty, all the inanity, An
Officer and a Gentleman
delivers that gut level
satisfaction its public
demands. There's a
correlation waiting to be
drawn with alcohol; many of
the attributes are unpleasant,
yet people continue to
consume it. Movies built from
recipe cards are successful as
long as they follow the
dir'ections. The makers of An
Officer and a, Gentleman
positively wrote the
cookbook. And we eagerly
await the culinary
masterpiece. Leaving the
theater one hums the music,
thinks warm thoughts and
generally feels sated. Why
then, oh why do I feel guilty?

ALICE'S BEA UTY SALON
Expert haircuts and perms by

I Joanne, Colette, Carol, and Susie

HAIRCUT

SPECIAL,'rgonaut
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for that matter,' was nervous and a bit appr'ehensive to
'.ventui'e into the steam'y domain.

I introduced myself ind was greeted warmly with.a hug by
those standing around me, none of whom I had ever met
before. After the initial 'shock, I relaxed, began to talk with

people and gradually these strangers became my friends.
Young and old. alike were there discussing this or that book,
relaxing in the jacuzzi while strains of rock music filtered in.
Just before the party started there had been a massage
workshop. This explains why a guy I didn't know offered to
give me a backrub. Without hesitating, I turned and he began
massaging irty tired muscles. When he was done, it was my turn
to try my hands at this fine art of friendship.

Later in the evening I found myself deep in conversation
with Prince Zuri, a sleek young unicorn, whom I had fallen in
love with. And it was perfectly natural! At some time toward
dawn I wandered home to the harsh reality of my bedroom.

The next two days at MosCon brought only more of the
exciting atmosphere and activities. Discussion panels on
costumes and ESP were but two of the many exciting evevts.
An autograph 'session with .Marion Zimmer Bradley, the
talented author of the Darkover series. There were also
Elfquest slideshows, science fiction movies, art shows and,

's

always, the various salespeople offering T-shirts, prints, art
work and a multitude of other science fiction accessories.

The highlight of the convention was the masquerade dance
Saturday night, a hodgepodge of science fiction and fantasy
characters dancing to the beat of their favorite music. The
dance, like the entire weekend was a great success. For many,
including Jennifer Rathbun, "It was a healthy experience."

Thus was my experience with MosCon. It was my first, but
for science fiction and fantasy fans MosCon is eagerly awaited

event each year.

BLACK MARKET
"T-Shirts"

YARDSALE
Oct. 2-3 12-6 p.,N.

SUB basement 885-6484
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the kind Holly introduced to a
generation of beat-crazy
adolescents a quarter century
ago. Crenshaw has just
brought it up to date, slipping
it right into the current pop
mainstream, while at the same
time keeping what made it so
great, speckling it with all the
ingredients that gave rock and
roll a rough, primitive quality:
simple but catchy electric
guitar hooks built around the
steady, driving beat of a bass
guitar and drums.

You'e probably heard the
single from the . album,
"Someday, Someway", an
infectious song that will get
the hips of adolescents of all
ages gyrating. Crenshaw sings
innocous lyrics with a voice
that, while not having the
annoying yet friendly nasal
twang that Holly's did, is still
as inviting.

This is great stuff to listen to
when you want to gear down.
You don't have to give a lot of
thought to Crenshaw's lyrics;
they'e only important to the
music, which is the main
course on this plate. His
subjects aren't deep
("Girls..."), they aren't novel
("The Usual Thing" ), and
they show a naive levity ("She
Can't Dance" ), but they'e
fun and they do their job.

To paraphrase Gary Busey
in The Buddy Holly Story:
"The kid just wants to have a
good time."

Isn't that what it's all about,
anyway it

simple-minded slobber, but I
have an infantile affinity for it
I can only explain thus (Freud
would have a field day with
this):

Being born in 1960 made it
impossible to discover Holly
until roughly 15 years after his
death. Perhaps while carrying
me in her womb, my mother
occasionally bopped to Holly,
thus giving me a penchant for
R'B. But whatever the reason,
whenever I hear it I get this
urge to shake, rattle and roll
all over the place.

Buddy Holly was a master
of R 4 B, be-bop, rock''oll,
or whatever you care to call it,
and his mastery influenced the
record industry for years after
his death. But, as of late, it
seems to haveheen forgotten,
or at least smothered, by the
music industry. Crenshaw-
but notably few others
hasn', coming up with an
album,. so chock-full of
i'nfectious, knee-knocking
rock and roll that you could
almost call it a tribute to
Holly.

Make no mistake: this is

Copy'ditor

We all have the tendency to
compare anything new with
what has gone before it,
especially with music. Every
new act that comes out these
days, it seems, has to go under
the microscope as the "new"
Dylan, the "new" Beatles, or
whoever. In some cases this
may be putting unachievable
expectations on those new
acts, but it's one of the ways
they get recognition in the first
place.

All unfair comparisons
aside, Marshall Crenshaw
could be the Buddy Holly of
the 1980s.

Ttiat's not to say he should
be expected to revolutionize
the -music industry the way
Holly did in the late 1950s.
Crenshaw, with his debut
album Marshall Crenshaw,
has simply reacquianted the
pop music scene with a .

musical style rich in the flavor
of rhythm and blues.

OK, I have to admit out
front that I have this thing for
be-hopi It may be juvenile,

CHEAPER BY THE
DOZEN

Crisp Tacos are $5.00 a dozen
any day

good at Moscow store only

Hours: Mon-Thurs 11:00-1:30am
Fri & Sat 9:00-2'.00am

Sun 9:00-11:00pm

"%II
~ r» a~glint
: .g ttsiil t igloo:a
e 'l~

520 W. Third 882-1151

CrenshaM/

Y usic ias raw enelcy
byMan,Beesley — unintellectual and just plain music spewing excess energy,

Ciicus opens series
With traditions going back

two millenia, the musicians,
acrobats and dancers of the
Chinese Magic Circus of
Taiwan have a rich heritage
from which to draw. The
circus, which comes to the
Beasley Performing Arts
Coliseum next week, utilizes
that heritage to put together a
show said to be "incredible,
breathtaking, stunning."

A two-hour show, the
circus'ppearance promises
far out acrobatics, exotic
dancing as well as finely-tuned
demonstrations of the
traditional martial arts.
Comedy and precision
balancing acts are also a part
of the troupe's unique brand
of family entertainment.

This is the first appearance
in the Coliseum Proscenium
Series, a program of five
entertainment specials as a
season. Among . the other
events in this collection are
concerts by the Spokane
Symphony Orchestra and
Carlos Montoya, a
performance of The Comedy
of Errors by the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival and
Opera A La . Carte's
performance of H.M.S.
Pinafore.
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Welcome
Parents ck Alumni
Creightons for Women
is back in downtown

Moscow
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~ Fashion
~ Famous Names
~Quality
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that you enjoy at
CreightohL for men.~~
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We admit it It takes a different kind of person to ba a Peace
Wa won't mislead you with.gl wi I f

I Th is d And h f
B t the satisfactions and reward
become fluent in a new language and learn f uexpected.

age, an earn far more about yourself than you ever

You'l also discover that progress in the Peace Co
plishments Such as rural health dinics establiea inics established in Kenya..Irrigation systems

The progress may seem modest, but to le ino peop developing nations
a c can n ing water, basic

We invite you to look into the volunteer

for details.

Any May grad interested should apply now!

Contact Peace Corps. in Moscow
885-6757, UCC 241
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by Bruce Smith
Staff Writer

When Idaho Athletic
Director Bill Belknap
scheduled Idaho to play
Weber State in their 1982
Homecoming game a few

. years ago, he probably chose
the Wildcats because they were
floundering and Belknap

. „thought that the Vandals
'." wouldn't have such a tough

'-":, time turning Homecoming
" 'nto a victory.

But Weber State did
g';: something Belknap might not
ii. ', have counted on. They

;f,.s,i improved.
Idaho has improved, too,

g'; and now the two teams square
]Ifgj off in the annual Homecoming
if~.i.'' game at 1:30p.m. Saturday in

~
"'„ the Kibbie Dome. The game is
'he Big Sky Conference opener

', 'or both teams and the only
I'-'' afternoon battle the Vandals

will have this year at home.
Weber State improved after

I,. Mike Price took over the
';1--, coaching chores in 1981:Price
j',-'nstalled a new offense that

helped the Wildcat to a 7-4
record, their first winning

; season in 10 years.

~

~

But what makes this game
--,-:- so interesting is that both
';; Erickson and Price graduated
. 'j together from Everett, Wa.

; High School and were good
,"" friends, although they did not

,. HAPPY HOIJR'J=
c Vl ~

,PcoiI
': seN~an

i'

Mori - Thurs
6-9 pm

Sat 10-5

graduate the same year, Price
being a year older. Later,
when Erickson was an
assistant coach at San Jose
State, Price came by to visit.
And it wasn't just a social
visit, either.

"Their offense is almost
identical to ours," said
Erickson. "When Mike was
named the head coach at
Weber, he came to San Jose
State to visit us and put'ur
offense in at Weber."

So footballs should be
flying as both teams use the
Jack Elway-style of football;
Elway, head coach at San Jose
State, is innovator of a
passing-oriented offense that
is catching on across the
country. Both teams depend a
lot on their

quarterbacks'erformance,

and in this
game, how they play will be
especially important.

"This game, in my opinion,
is the most important game
we'l play all year," said
Erickson. "It's the start of
league play and Weber State
was very competitive in the
league last year. In order for
us to reach our goal of
winning the championship, we

must win this game. To win

the Big Sky, we have to win
Saturday, that's the key."

Idaho - fans will remember,

S.705 Grand Ave.
(509)334-1811

~HONDA
~SUBARU
~DATSUN

It's Golcf Day-
Oct. 2 has been

designated "Gold Day"
and fans attending the 1:30
p.m. Homecoming clash
between the Vandals and
Weber State are asked to
wear gold-colored clothing.

last season's embarrassing 42-
21 defeat by the Wildcats in
Ogden, Utah. That win helped
Weber even the series with the
Vandals at 8-8-1. The last time
the Wildcats won in Moscow
was by a lopsided score of 51-6
in 1978.

But the Wildcats are having
a bit of trouble this year.
Weber State enters the game
with a 1-2 record after opening
the season with a tough 27-24
win over Eastern Washington.
Then they dropped two
consecutive games to Utah
State, 31-10, and Fresno State
25-9.

Weber State is mainly a

IMPORT
PECIALIST

For Parts and

SERVICE
~TOYOTA
~VOLKSWAGEN
~AUDI

passing team and Wildcat
quarterback Tim Bernal has
completed 60 of 129 passes for

'25 yards and three
touchdowns. But Bernal has
also thrown seven
interceptions.

Since Weber State's rushing
game is v'irtually non-existant,
averaging only 75 yards per

arne, Berrial-has to count on
is running backs to catch the

ball. That is why Dennis
Rogan is leading the Wildcats
with 16 -receptions for 136
yards. Tight end Pete Beattie
ranks second with 12 catches
for 161 yards and running
back Kelvin Matthews has
pulled down nine passes for 29
yards.

Idaho, meanwhile, has
supposedly found both the
secret to its offense and its
defense. The Vandals ran their

'ecordto 2-1 by punishing
Portland State last week 56-0
and surprising Pacific 36-17
the week before. Idaho's only
loss in the young season.has
been to Palo use rival
Washington State, 34-14, in

Spokane.
Idaho quarterback Ken

Hobart has helped the Vandals
reach no. 8 in total offense in
Division I-AA with an average
of 393.7 yards per game. That

is split into 128.3 yards
rushing and 265.3 yards
passing, where Idaho is again
ranked eighth nationally.

The "Kamiah Kid" has
completed 46 of 91 attempts
for a total of 707 yards. He
has eight touchdowns and
no interceptions; Hobart has
now thrown 141 passes.
without an interception, which
would be an NCAA record
except that it is spread over
two seasons. This year,
Hobart has thrown 91 passes
without an interception,
leaving him with only 43 more
to break the record of 134 held

by former Portland State
quarterback Neil Lomax.

Hobart's favorite receivers
are evenly spread. Wide
receivers Vic Wallace and Ron
Whittenburg each have nine
receptions to lead the team.
Wallace has totaled 200 yards
with his catches and
Whittenburg has piled up 139.
Both have scored two
touchdowns. Close behind are
rurining backs Wally Jones
and Kerry Hickey with eight
receptions, while Curtis
Johnson and tight end Kurt
Vestman each have seven.

Hickey is Idaho's leading
rusher so far with 109yards on
26 carries.

1205 E.6th
<882-.6515

Monday - Friday
8:30-5:00

TIMOTHY TOSO, MD
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Argo'naut
Football

Forecast
Games of

Oct. 2

Boise state at
Northern Arlmna

Idaho State at
Moniene State
Montana at
Nevada-Rene

Washington State
at Tennessee
Western illinois
at Northern lowe
San Diego State

--at Weahlngton

Oregon
at USC

UCLA at
Colorado

Noire Dame at
Michigan State
Ohio State at
Florlda State
Nebraska
at Auburn

West Virginia
at PIIIsburgh

Alabama at
Arkansas State
Norl S
Soul
Texas A'M at
Texes Tech

Georgie at
Mlssleelppl State
Kansas Siete at
Arixon'e State
Eastern illinois

at'oungstownState
Weber State
at Idaho

Louligane State "

et Florida

Don
Rondeau

BSU
28-21

MSU
24-21

UNR
24-17
Tenn
31-24

N lowe
18-14

UW
35-14
USC
38-7

UCLA
24-21

Mich SI
28-27

OSU
17-0

Nebraska
2S-7

W Vir
17-14

Alsbame
42-0

SMU
31-21
A'M
24-7

Georgie
27-17
ASU
28-21

Youngstown
14-10
Idaho
35-28

Florida
2O-1O j

Bruce - Kevin Richard
Smith Warliock Gibb

BSU
27-14

ISU
23-17

UNR
21-17
Tenn
30-17

W III

27;17
UW

28.14
USC
35-7

UCLA
27-10

ND

. 23.10
OSU

28-21

Nebreeke
27-20

PIII
28-19

Alabama
42-14
SMU
31-16
A'M

27-17

Georgie
24-20

—-ASU
28-17

Youngstown
33-20

Idaho
33-20

Florida
23-'l3

BSU
28-14

ISU
28.27
UNR

31"10
Tenn
35.20
W III

28-21

UW
42 14
USC
35-7

UCLA
35*13

ND
21.17
OSU

24-21

Nebreske
42-14

PIII
28-27

Alabama
35-10
SINU
42-7
A'M

21-17
Georgie

24-21

ASU
28-21

Youngstown
, 28-14

Idaho
31-20

Florida
35-7

BSU
28-14

ISU
10.7
UNR
21-14
Tenn
20-7

N lowe
21-14

UW
35-7

USC
28-7.

UCLA
21-0
ND

28-21

osu
14-13

Nebraska
35-7
PIII

28-2'I

Alabama
27-8

SMU
36-6
A'M
24-7

Georgie
28-27

ASU
35-6

Youngstown
28-21

Idaho
31-24

Florida
28-14

STUDY SKILLS SEMINAR
How to prepare for midterms

Sponsored by
Student Advisory Services

8Mortarboard
7 PM, Tues., Oct. 5

KIVA
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

Ii; (XrrLXXI~XX"
. C.

SUB FILMS

NORTH

7:00and 9:30,SUB - Borah Theatre

$1.50 Friday

DALLAS

FORTY
hd "<~,';~,-:::4k

Complamts from pg 1

university was not previously
aware of Rogers'pecific
problems. Once the
administration became aware
of them it took immediate
steps to solve her problems, he
said.

"Each handicapped student
has a unique set of problems
and we can't take steps to take
care of problems we aren'
aware of," Armstrong said.
The university tries to deal
with each handicapped
student's specific problems as
they occur, he said, because
they have limited funds and
are not able to update all
facilities at the present time.

"All of us are concerned
and sympathetic to
handicapped students and we
are proud of the work we have
done for them."

Though Rogers said she is
very pleased with the
improvements the university
has made, she still has

Ui President

joins Argonaut

forecast field

Richard Gibb

complaints.
Rogers became aware she

had MS during.her freshman
year at the university. MS is a
chronic disease that affects the
central nervous system,
blocking or misdirecting nerve
impulses. In June of 1981,
Rogers said she collapsed in a
shopping mall and since that
time has not had the use of her
legs. Adjusting to MS has been"
difficult for Rogers and she
syid she feels the university is
insensitive to the needs of
handicapped students."I think the administration
thinks that they are sensitive to
us, but they don't look at our
problems from a standpoint a
handicapped student does. It
takes yelling and brooding to
get them moving," Rogers
said.

Rogers'omplaints come at-
a time when the university has
received $365,000 and has
completed plans to improve
buildings on campus so they
are accessible to handicapped
students.

In August of 1981, Kathy
Wikoff, a former UI student
who had a muscular disorder,
filed a complaint with the U.S.
Department of Education's
Office for Civil Rights
claiming the university
discriminated against her
because she was disabled. The
OCR investigated and last
May the agency and the
university signed remedial
action agreements, where the
university agreed to make all
programs and facilities
accessible to disabled students.
The money was made availible
by the State Division of Public
Works.

The money allocated by the
SDPW has yet to be spent and

'~pi'- '.%'iI.
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MOSCOW
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WORLD-WIDE
FLORAL SERVICES
PHONE 882-2543

GOOD FOOD AT REASONABLE PRICES
MON. - SAT.4am - 1am SUN. Sam - Imam

88'-+998 Xi4 E.0th Moscow

and the improvement plan has
not been implemented because
of an impasse between the
state agency and the architect
of the impiovment plan, C.J..
Bellamy of Coeur 'd Alene,
over the architect's fee.
However, Armstrong said.
Barbara Swaczy of the
governor's office . called
yesterday and said the conflict
between the architect and

'DPWwill be resolved today.
Armstrong said this should get
major projects moving within
two or three weeks. Money
spent on improvements so far
has come from $25,000 of
physical plant funds set aside
for minor improvements said
Armstrong.

Rogers said she expects the
university to do more for
handicapped students than it
does currently because it is a
federally funded institution
and is aquainted with laws for
the handicapped. She said it
should comply with
regulations more readily, and
thought by not doing so the
university sets a poor example
for the community.

"I'd love to see President
Gibb spend a day in a wheel
chair trying to get around
campus all day. I'd like to tell !
him he has a class in PEB 201 ~and find he couldn'
get there, or I'd like to see him
travel down line street in a
wheel chair and then wheel
back up," Rogers said.

Rogers said that, although
only a few handicapped,
students attend the univer 'ty Ii

presently, more would ati:nd
it if it were more accesible. She
said the university can expect
an influx of handicapped
students because of a $2
million scholarship fund that
has been established for
disabled students by George T.
Warren, a UI alumnus who
died in July 1981. Rogers said
the university should make
more improvements because
anyone can become disabled at
any time in their lives.
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A farm hand that pulls more Ihajj
Itis own weight Big Red is the
most complete AT@'orkhorse;

'you can buy; A big rugged four. '.
stroke engine with easy electric
starter, dual range five-speed
transmission, front end rear racks,
trailer hitch, and 2-amp accessory
terminal make Big Red onefarm.
hancHfiat makes more than good l
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eerleading: Spirit Squad backs women athletes
by Tony Harrison
Staff Writer

CCi''

"...soall bear down for Idaho, come
on you Vandals,, go! ID-A-H-0!
Idaho, Idaho, go, go, go!"

If you'e noticed, there's been a
recent addition to the Vandal football
games. That addition is the Spirit
Squad; a group of students who have
been aiding the cheerleaders by yell
leading at the football games,.

One of the functions of the Spirit
Squad, according to Sports Promotion
Director John Danforth, is to cheer

a'he

volleyball and women's basketball
games and to assist the cheerleaders at
football and men's basketball games.
"It is important," stressed Danforth,
"that women's athletics receive
cheerleading support as well as men'
athletics. Consistently, the volleyball
and women's basketball teams
compete on the national level and they
deserve the same type of spirit support
as men's athletics receive."

One of the most important reasons
why the Spirit Squad was created was
to get more students involved in

. cheerleading activities on the U of I
campus. "The. U of I cheerleading
squad is selected during spring
tryouts," explained Danforth.
"Therefore, incoming freshmen for
the next fall term don't have an
opportunity to participate; The tryouts
for the Spirit Squad are scheduled for
the fall, giving students with junior
high and high school cheerleading

experience a chance to participate and
become familiar with cheerleading
activities on the U of I campus."

.There''ore to cheerleading than
just - going out to a game Iand
yelling,"Go, Vandals, go!"According
to Danforth, the cheerleaders and
Spirit Squad members coordinate pep
rallies, make signs, visit living groups
to generate student activity,and
distribute posters and schedule cards,,
as well as many other Vandal spirit
activities. "Without the help of the
SpiYit Squad," said Danforth, "the
cheerleaders are very limited to the
number of activities they can generate.
The yell squad. enables us to
accomplish more with more students."

'he yell squad also helped the
cheerleaders - overcome a few
difficulties concerning the Kibbie
Dome. "The dome is just too big for
the cheerleaders to cover by themselves
and it is not very good accoustically,"
stated Danforth. "We ne'eded more
people to cover the crowd and get them
cheering for the Vandals."

The Spirit Squad is a permanent
group on campus, Danforth claims,
and are helping the cheerleaders
generate. school spirit. "I think they'e
helping us excite the crowds," said
cheeileader Jill Gustavel. "They'e
helping to get the crowd going. We'e
having a great football season and it'.
bringing about a new Vandal spirit."

Photo by D. Gilbertson

Spirit Squad members anticipate another score by the Vandals «) the first home
football game of the year.

Getting set for a parade
Homecoming Weekend.

continues on Saturday with
the traditional .Homecoming.Parade, reminding us of
clowns, old cars, marching
bands and, of course, floats.

from the previous year build
the Queen's Float. - The
university donates $100 to the
group building the float.

This year, the Homecoming
theme is "Idaho Round-up,"
and in keeping with it, there
will be everything from Joe
Vandal riding a wild beer
bottle, to a cooped-up wildcat
rolling down the parade route.

Greg Nelson, parade
chairman, said that there were
about eight floats entered by
living groups on campus and
three or four outside enteries.
The Alumni Association
donated $25 to living groups
entering afloat in the parade.

The Queen's Float is being
built this year by the Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity and
the Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority. Phi Gamma Delta's
entry won first place last year,
and traditionally, the winners

The floats this year are
being judged on how closely
they follow the theme and thfe

game, and the overall quality
of the float. There will be a
$100 prize for first place, $50
for second place and $25 for
third. Photo by H. Lejttx

UI students work on turning chicken wire, two-by-fours and napkins into a float for Saturday'
Homecoming Parade.
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Shirley Vorous Johnson, the Ul

. Homecoming queen of 1952, said
she's been busy with all sorts of
things since she left the university.
Originally from Chrkston, Wash., she
lived in the Alpha Phl house and
graduated with a degree in Physical
Education. From there, she went on to
teach school In Pocatello for three
ye'ars, but now makes her home in-

Rexburg,idaho.
Both Shiriey and her husband John

enjoy flying and have spent much of
their time lately doing just that. They
have their instrument and multi-engine
ratings as pilots. "We both love to fly.
We've'taken quite a few trips, but it's -.'-

mostly been weekend stuff."
The Johnsons have rebuilt several ~

vintage World War II airplanes, a P-51
'fighter and an AT-6 trainer have been
their biggest projects to date. John
took the AT-6 to an annual pilot's

Convention in Oshkosh, Wis., where
the airplane won first plaCe for being
the, best restored aircraft-of that type
there.

Shirley said that they'e still doing a
lot of flying, "although it's kind of
changing a little bit. We'e starting to
enjoy the Northwest a bit more. We
fish, hunt, play tennis, that sort of
,thing," she said.

She admitted her age, 50, but
added, "that doesn't matter, it's a state
of mind." She said she felt like she
was still a young woman.

/
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leElizabeth Glenn Schubert
and her husband - 1980

Shirley Vorous - 1953

Elizabeth Glenn -1948

The Homecoming queen In 1945
was Eflzabeth Glenn. She was a
Delta Gamma and married A.J.
Schubert, a Sigma Nu, after leaving
the university.

Since then, they'e lived In

Gooding, Idaho, where they own the
local theatei. They have three
childien; two daughters, ages 32 and
29, and.one son, age 31, who all

attended this university and followed
their parents', legacies; the two girls
were also Delta Gammas and the son,
a Sigma Nu.

Mrs. Schubert was a Home
Economics major and says she

regularly uses the things she Ieamed-
from her degree. She sews, and is a
past winner of 'The National Wool
Growers'Make It With Wool"
contest.

-Her husband, she said, was
nicknamed "Shifty" while here at the
university. "I met my husband
because they needed a convertible to
take me around the football field and-
he was the only one with a
convertible...so that's how we met."

She was the first Homecoming
queen the university had after WWII.
"My crown was a cardboard crown
with glitter glued on it," she said.

Shirley Vorous Johnson - recent
photo

Clara Jkmstrong was the
Homecoming.queen for l954, end a
graduate of the class of 1954. Her
husband is an engineer and they now
make their home in Spokane.

After graduation, Chra and her
husband traveled to Salt Lake City
where they lived for three years. They
moved to California for a time after
that and then to Seattle where they
lived until just recently. They now
reside 'n Spokane where her
husband, Joseph, teaches at Gonzaga
University. ~

They have five children, three boys,
ages 25, 23 and 12, and two
daughters, 22 and 17.The two oldest
boys have college degrees and work
as engineers.

"I'e spent most of the time since I

graduated taking care of the Idds,"
she said, but she has found time for
some other pursuits. "I like to ski, my
field was home economics so I do lots
of sewing. I like to run and jog." She

participated in the Spokane
sday Run for the last'hree

s is the. closest I'e been to .
since I graduated. I was down at

oming last year and enjoyed
e added.

In the past 45 years, Homecoming
queens have come and gone at the
University of Idaho. They'e attended
school, most have graduated, some
have not, but since departing, they'e

been involved in a wide array 'of
acti vities, from rebuilding vintage
airplanes and modeling furs to

story by Mike Stewart

has

in Idaho. We'e just living life to it'

fullest." years.

Lou Anne spends some of her spare
time modeling furs for Nordstroms, a
fur company based in SeaNe. "I'e
been doing it as a hobby, but I think it

I

gives you a lot of poise. If.l can
present myself well in front of other
people, I think it helps my teaching." iI I "f i ~P%

She and her husband have one son, i/ r.
16 monthwld Kade, who is keeping
Lou Anne busy. Between the Stones,
they have four brothers attending this
university.
- Lou Anne said her husband is
probably the number one Vandal fari in

Alaska, while she is the number one
fan of the Stones family. Bill said of his
wife, "working full-time and being a
mother...that's about all the time there
is in a day."

1972 saw Lou Anne Hence Stone
crowned es Homecoming queen. In
the decade that has passed since
then, she has pursued a career in

teaching in Anchorage, Alaska, where
she and her husband, Bill, grew up.
They moved to Alaska permanently in
1978,after both finished school in the
lower 48.

Bill ls a contractor in Anchorage, but
they both manage to get out of the
state at least several times a year.
They visit Hawaii at least a couple
times annually and also try to get
down to Idaho for reunions or sporting
events; last year Lou Anne came
down to take in some Vandal
basketball games which she
described as "terrific."

+he said, "I enjoy my family and
. career and I enjoy visiting my friends

Clara Armstrong - 1955
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LouAnn Hanes at the
f1914Homecoming Game. Clara AI'mstrong Monks and

her daughter.-1981 .
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Palouse

Jazz Quartet

t Women's Center
Q f.

to/7ave poetry
ssl le s

Programs on women's 1 APARTMENTS FOR RENT
and Sharing the 1 bedroom apartment within walkkrg distance of

campus, $176 per month. Call collect 509.332-
1 women's movement will be 6622.

'„preseritedat the UI Women'
.-,'t Center neXt Week. Walking db~ce Ul. I ts of g~n spgce snd

arr yaxMarilyin HaCker a ViSiting
'

d ~.CNicoiiect 5O9~32-6622, $400.00
t

I poet in 'the Department of
,.f EngliSh, will talk abOut the NowthstNi~ntsinMoscowarerented,why

not rent in Pulknan, only elpht miles away? Enjoy a::: grOWth and deVelOpment O1 higher standard ofllvingl But huny! WSU students

WOmen'S pOetry . and Will read will soon snaP up what is left. Cal APartments West
F collect, 509-332-8822.

':~x from her own poetry. Hacker
,-.'as also written a boo,
,':I Taking NOtiCe, WhiCh Will be Wanted: Two lawstudentsseekinggradstudent.

'll avaia e or pu'I bl fOr pureha&e at the Three bedm. house. Very nbe, $153 Per month,
882.4098.

!„'.I program on Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Also scheduled to speak at 7 JOSS

g the WOmen'S Center are STUDENT GROUPS: Need a fund raising project?
~ ~ a x Seg this popular, humorous poster on campus for

>:.'arCia SChekel and M1ary quick pn)fib. cal or write to: Irishman Enterprises,

:i 'mery. Schekel and Emery are 1414 E 18th st., Number 10, Eugene, oR,
97403.5034I83-2093.

g„: coordinators for the New

; 'imensions project, which
deVelOpS and deliVerS Full.time personal care attendant to llve4 with 24-

'yearold quadraplegb. Assist with personal care,

+ eduCatiOnal SerViCeS tO rural gr~~ ahoppbg h~keepb, separate

-::WOmen. They Will intraduCe a q~em with bat.'o~, ~ $850 to.$700
month saksy. Time olf srranped. 8634)523:

!;, discussion about sharing the
<-"": women's movement with

MERI-woMENII JDBs oN BHIPBI

,. „', "traditiOnal" WOmen, On,~d,nce ~uired. ExceAent pay. Worldwide

~
~

travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
Wednesday, Oct. 7. bfo ib SEAFAK Ds I CS Bo 204g pQd

All prOgramS begin at 12:30 Antpx~.wA,98382.'~

p.m. at the Women's Center.P,Bi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iiI
THIS COUPON IS WORTH

tL36 E.Third MOSCO% &&? 155~0

I I

r

ENTERTAINMENT

JAZZ

~
! iI ~ WEpNESpAY - EdLozon

Jazz Guitar
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OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer or yesr~d.
Europe, So. America, Australia, Asia All fields,

$500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.

Write IJC, Box 524D2, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS NEEDED for work in the
Moscow School Sstrbt. Must hold valid Standard
Idaho Teacher's Certificate. Please contact
individual school offbea for Information snd to be

placed on the substitute lists. Substitute pay Is
$35.00per day. Moscow School Dlstrbt No. 281,
410 E. Third Street, Moscow, ID 83843;-(208)
882-1 1 20.

8. FOR SALE
Stereo System (Juliette) includes AM.FM radio, 8-
track recorder, $80.Call Bonny 883%685.

One mattress complete with bedding. I no bnger
need them. Contact Shwarg at 8854I813.

9.AUTOS
@orpe~sAuto Ftepsjr. Inc., llroy Pwy. snd featch.
8824)678.

'0.MOTORCYCLES
Yamsha Enduro 100. Runs great, $385.00.Good

condIon. 882-3394.

11.RIDES
SPOKANE NRPORT CONNECTION - Daly van
service fmm anywhere on campus or within

Moscow. See Travel Agents or call CAMPUS LINK.
882-1223.

12.WANTED
TYPINQ Theskr, nuxiuscripts, resumes, etc. $1.00-
$1.50 per page. Eight years typinp experlece.
Crl Sandy, 883%1 I0.

' GENERAL'NOIETY MANAGEMENT TRAINING

groups now farming. Free for indMdusbi .

experiencbg undue tension, worry, Irritability snd

dpfbulty consnttratktp. Second group beghs
October 14 (Seassbn total). Contact Ted Murray,

6+718orUCC 309.

For Information About The Moscow 4iullmari

Jewish Community Please Call 882%198. We
have many events pkmnrx1

17.IIISCELLANEOUS
IMPROVE YOUII QRADESI Research Catabp—
308 pages —10278 topbs —Rush $1.00Box
26097C, Los Angeles, 90026.(213)477%228.

HORSES BOARDED. New fadllty, excegent care.
Indoor and ouldoor arenas, tralb, jrxnpa, box stalls,

'urnouts,instiuctbn in dressage and jumping. 3
mlles from Moscow. 882-4682 after 6:00.

Stereo. Dahlquist DQ10 speakers, Yamaha M4

amp C4 preamp. Denon turntable, Infinity tonesrm,

cartridge, headphones. Sell separate or'whole. A-1

Shape. $3,000 new. For purists. asldng $1250.
Steve, 882.3287.

Yamaha ckissical guitar, new condition, value

$140, ssklnp $100. 10-speed bbycle, good

condIon, $90.Atter 5:30,882.2193.

Surpbs jeeps, cars and trucks avalable. Many sell

for under $200 Call 312-742-1143, Ext. 9421-A
for information on how to Purchase.

13.PERSONALS
Leam to Ry. Also call for charter prbes. Inter-

State Air at Stsby Airport. 3344I882, 882-8644.

Beam me up, Scotly. I don't want to miss Gene
Roddenberry, Creator gf Star Trek, when he visits

'he

Ul. He'l be In the SUB Ballroom, Oct. 7, at 7:30
p.m.

14.ANNOUNCEMENTS
DOO OBEDIENCE CLASSES for dogs 3

months'nd

older. Bepkrners and advanced. Cel Eggan
Youth Center or Terry Ryan, Instructor, 332-2831.

10 acres tknbered srrxgi five stream SE Latah

, County. Cbsiwater Invest.. Inc. Localy, caN 882-
5092.Oroftno, cal 478%103.

How did you do on your first exams? Try ASUI
Lecture Notes this time. SUB Info Desk. 8664)484
or 882-9247.

Fencem experienced in fog or sabre to start club. It
Interested, baS Gary at 885%270. ~

15 letters FREE ENGRAVING on trophies
purchased at the TROPHY SHOP, 408 S. Makr,
882-4384.

,xt Skipper's you call catch a x'atldal for just 994
each time you purchase the I;everyday,tll )'our( atl
I=dt. Thdt's right, skipper's is sellitlg I 'Ilia ersity of
Idaho "~"dtldal" gl;lsses. So cotTte otl itl;ltld catch
otle or catch .l whole gallg of i'atidals for just 99c
each everytime you purchase the I:i'eryday,~ll >'ou

Call I at.

~ FRIDAY-
Dozier-Reeve

Trio

r
'

SATURDAY-
Dean Chamberlain

Piano

~!,' SpORTS on our S ft.
Nova Beam T.V. ESPN8f. USA

~ FREE POOL - DARTS
and board games

~ SATURDAY BLOODY
MARY SPECIAL 1iam-5pm

~ IMPORTED BEERS
~ HAPPY HOUR 3-6PITI

well -

85'Xiljgxg~lwvsststs~iusrs1%RS MRsfstt~

Get Good Seafood
without Getting Soaked.

7!0 - l t.'ij .i(., t.('Lvj&(()) )

8 lH I 'L(tt(lh)j) It(t.. %to'i('()iiv

VANDAL OLASSES
JUST

99'n

the INascow Hotel 4th 8r INain>
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OUTERWEAR
FOR MEN

BOLD STRIPES AND VARYING
SIGNS. FILLED WITH 1 00%
LYESTER FOR WARMTH AND
MFORT EVEN WHEN IT RAINS!
-OFF SLEEVES MAKES THIS
AT INTO A VEST.

3995

TWIT I=E3PTIPF Sl E3PFS

jI:;I ) I

Wowm

SKI - COATS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

IN ASSORTED CONTRAST COLORS
WITH VARYING DESIGNS. THEY ARE
DARING, RUGGED, BODY-WARMING
COATS CREATED WITH BOTH OF
YOU IN MIND! HE'L LIKE THE
DURABILITY OF IT ALL —SHE'L
LOVE THE BOLD, COLORFUL
STRIPES AND QUILTING.

REG. 49"ea. reg.
4999

WALLS HOLLO-FIL II
DACRON COAT

THIS COAT IS RECOM-
MENDED FOR COLD WINTER
WEATHER. IT'S FILLED WITH
HOLLO-FIL II, THE PREMIER
LUXURY FILLING FOR
OUTDOOR USE. HAS A WARM
FLEECED COLLAR.

~e IIC)22

H

DOWN FEATHER
COAT

LONGER THAN THE TYPICAL
SKI-COAT. WARM WITH THE
NATURAL FEATURES THAT
ONLY DOWN CAN GIVE.

7 64 reg. 89-

IDAHO'S MOST INTERESTING STORE!

Prices Effec. Oct. 1-6
Items limited to
stock on hand

,@)I lg4KJ (A FR0M

104 PULLMAN RD. MOSCOW, IDAHO

Items similar to
IllustratIons
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Saturdau Niaht Lice's

Darkest Comedian
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O1982 TDK Electronics Corp, ~pcIFÃK,ZI .',

ROBERT HAYS '6
Airplane's ptlot ('are we say ltd) flie high

JOHN KEEBU. 11
Northwest author & reluctant celebrity

PAUI. BARrm'S E~Zmra RaOm ~ 18
Off beat underground ftlmmaker & his newest bizarre fltck

EDDIE MURPHY ~ 20
Fram rv orreamts t.o major mo le vr» one shott swoop

MmSHAIL CRENSHAW 24
Modest rocker loves singles, makes good ones

OUR ROYAI.
TREAmZNI'UDIOPHKKCONTEST e 8

Wtn Expenstve Prizes!

e p a r t Fts e pg t s

INONEEAR 6
Letters

5 Icosi

sa t

4 OUI'aa OmaR ~ 6
News, gossip & rumor

COVER
Eddie Murphy tvas photographed by ace snapper Bruce

McBroom, a Hollywood motjle sttll photographer cubo towers
above all others —physically and otherwtse,

I

..very p ay)ac (is an encore.
Stevie Wonder takes his music the creative mind. That's why
home from the studio on TDK. Stevie Wonder wouldn't think of
Because he knows that TDK tape using any other cassette.
records and captures everything Find out for yourself what

- he creates...and gives it back to makes TDK cassettes special.
him playback after playback after You'l find every playback is an
playback. encore...for a lifetime.

TDK's advanced audio cas-
sette technology gives you the full tsvettc AOBO(~~
musical spectrum. Take TDK's
AD-cassettes, for example. AD's
are the normal bias cassettes with
a brilliant high end, broad dynamic
range and low noise levels. They
give you outstanding perform-
ances at an outstanding value.

All TDK audio cassettes are
designed to capture the wonder of MuSiC liVeS OD TDK

DURAND W ACHEE

JUDITH SIMS

BYRoN LAURsEN

JACOBA ATLAS) STEVEN X. REA,
DAVIN SEAY, FRED SEITERBERG

CATHERINE LAMPfON

CHIP JoNEs
DAN EICHOLT2

ART & DESIGN

CHRIsroPHER THoR
BARBARA Kuuus
CATHEY HAILEY
D'WANA MciNTosH
CQMPoslTloN TYPE, INc.
East Coast
LARRY SMUCKLER
HOWARD K. JACOBY
134 Lexington Ave., Third Flr.
NY 10016 (212) 696-0994
trest Coast
JENNIFER OWENS
.1680 North Vine, Ste. 900
Holly ood, CA 9'OO28

(213) 462-7175
Mfdujest
RAY ToBIN
MAUREEN RILEY
4753 N. Broadway, Chicago,
IL 60640 (312) 561-9334
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Music Editor
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Pictured above are the rock stars selected by PLAYBQY readers as the best in their categories in last
year's Playboy Music Poll. (How many of them can you identify?) More importantly, can you guess who
this year's selections will be?

For a full list of nominees, a mail-in ballot, and a chance to make your vote count in this year's poll,
check out the November issue of PLAYBQY at newsstands now. Also in this issue: Should College
Athletics Be Abolished?, a far-out interview with Frank and Moon Unit Zappa, the beautiful ex-stews of
Braniff, plus lots more. Don't miss November PLAYBQY.



Since Ampersand does not publish
over the summer months, we'e re-
ceived tery few recent, relevent or
eton pithy letters

porn

our readers
(o>tly fair ue didn't unite either).

Tlat upas tlat, and noiv is now,
so settd those cards and leuers, full
of information and opinion, to ln
One Ear, 1680 North Vine, Sirite
900, HollpYvood, CA 90028.

BY STEVE GINSBERG

Pythons Pursue
Plethora ofProjects

M ONTY PYTHONS cREW is hard at
work on several films, a

couple of television shows and at
least one book —but only one film,
Monty Python's Meaning ofLife, is an
all-together-again Python presenta-
tion. They are being absolutely silent
about the content of said film, telling
the world that it's a "film for
ichthyophiles," because "there are
millions of fish out there and no one
has ever gone for that audience."

The individual projects include
Yellowbeard, written by Graham
Chapman, Peter Cook and Bryan
McKenna, starring Chapman and
Cook and lots of famous cameos. It'
a pirate movie, a comedy. The Frag
Prince stars Robin Williams and Teri
Garr and will appear on Showtime
cable television in the U.S. It was
produced by actress Shelley Duvall,
written and directed by Eric Idle. I

Privates on Parade stars John Cleese,
who sings and acts and dances, but
did not write any part of this. Should
be out by the time this page is read.

Terry Jones, the alleged intellec-
tual of the group, has just directed
and hosted a film for British TV
based on the Rupert Hear cartoon
strip. He's also written a hook called
Fairy Tales, original tales he wrote
for his daughter, to be published in
the U.S. this fall. He's directing the
hleaning of life, too, which is loca-
tioning in exotic Glasgow, among
others.

Animator and designer Terry Gil-
liam is collaborating with asvard-
winning playwright Tom Stoppard
on a screenplay which will be a fol-
lowup —but not a sequel.—to last
year's hit, Time Bandits.

Michael Palin wrote and stars in
Tlm htissionary, with Maggie Smith,
Trevor Howard and Phoebe Nichols
(she was Cordelia in Brideshead Re-
vmse~

It may never see the light of
cinema, but there's a film afoot
called Club Paradise, supposedly
starring John Cleese and Bill Murray—sublime casting with a ridiculous
plot: Cleese plays the British gov-
ernor of a Caribbean island, Murray
the proPrietor of a resort; the island
natives rebel, Cleese takes refuge in
Murray's club, and from then on it'

snobs vs. slobs vs. rebels.

Profit Cycles
ATURALLY, You'E sEEN E.T. But
did you know that the bicycle

chase stunts trace to a Southern
California-bred subculture called
BMX (bicycle motocross) racing? Di-
rector Steven Spielberg even polled
a group of BMX fans, generally kids
about the same age as those in the
blockbuster film, and the majority
claimed Kuwahara as their favorite
brand. So it was a Kuwahara that levi-
tated past the roadblocks, stolen
milkcrate and hunted extraterrestrial
attached. And, thanks to the su-
premely profitable merchandizing
that always accompanies a hit movie,
fans can add to their E.T. doll, their
fuzzy-eared Yoda cap and their
Spock Lives!" iron-on patches a
genuine, ofFicial E.T. bicycle. Kuwah-
ara makes 'em, Spielberg takes a
piece of the action. There's no busi-
ness like (fill in the blank.)

Who Thought up This
Ad?

iTH THE AvERACE film costing at
least '$7,000,000 to market and

about $10 million to make, film
companies are forever thinking of
catchy new ad lines. But if we were
going to give out awards for the best
remembered phrases we'd have to
say that Paramount, the studio who
last year advertised Mommie Dearest
as "the biggest mother of them all,"
would have to win hands down.

Right now the company is test
marketing jekyll and Hyde Together
Again, a bizarre comedy based on
the old tale that stars Fridays Mark
BlankfielcL One of the key ad lines:

J3
O

8'o

"Noel that tIttere's a Jensen made forit,
this baby's perfect for Ns."

With a Jensen ThinMount™ car stereo speaker system, you don't have to
sacrifice sound performance for size. Remarkably thin mounting depths let
you put full range Jensen speakers in a variety of
tight places. Then sit back, listen and be moved.

CAR hlJDIO

When it's the sound that moves you.

'The medica! community told him to
shove It up his nose —and he did."

Wait. It gets better. This Christmas
Paramount's launching Airplane 11:
the Sequel, which follows the adven
tures of a space shuttle that is
hijacked to Uranus on its way to the
moon. Although the official logo is
'a comedy with a new twist," the
Paramount marketing department is
toying with another idea: "Voyage to
Uranus." (We don't write 'em, we
just report 'em.)

When You'e Hot,
You'e Hot

YsTICAL TEXAs-sTYI.E guit'll'ocl »I

T-Hone Burnett, celebrating s,
soon-to-be released E.P. on Warn»r I,

Bros. Records, drew a crowd to Ihv

'ingerie(a Hollywood New Wave

and roots rock hangout) that in-<
eluded JefF(Tron) Bridges and Jamio",$
Lee (Halloween) Curtis.

Conspicu.t,'usly

absent was Pia Zadora, though I

Burnett dutifully scanned th» cro»'vi

for her.

6 When You'e Not,
You'e Not...

O LONGER WILL TIIE MASSIVE,

gleaming teeth of Donny:Ind
Marie osmond emit pro-Hawaiiaa
Punch messages. According to Adt'c'i'-,

'isingAge, the pair has been drop.j
ped from future marketing plans for

the zippy, jui'ce-based soi't
drink.,'ook

for images of "fun and sun" tei
supplant the Osmonds, heretofore
the principal export of Utah.

I

TV Hits Make New Pix
AN AYKRoYD Is IN cHicAGO shoot

ing a new comedy, Dr. Detroit,

wherein he plays a college prof»sso:U
"of chivalry and literary themes" »'ho

winds up protecting a band of prosii.

tutes as the fictitious "Dr. Detroit

Aykroyd is contributing to the script. ~
penned by Bruce Jay Friedman IIIII..

Carl Gottlieb.
As to the rumored T/~e Cabal

leros which was at one time to st ++
Aykroyd, Belushi and Steve

Martlit,'lans

have been scratched for Ih<[

foreseeable future. Hut Aykroyd willi

do a cameo as a boss of N.Y.'s Hoij.

land Tunnel in Nothing Lasts Foreit<t
a comedy by former SNL writer Hoh,y„

Schiller. Also doing brief bits are 8iilI

Murray, Mort Sahl, Sam Jaffe, Im:

ogene Coca and Eddie Fisher.

cTv coMtcs John Candy, Eugeii»<
Levy and Joe Flaherty will finaiiyI

make a movie together. The piet"rcj
starring Candy as a part-tim»$
drummer-limo driver who gei

I
~

brainwashed by a fanatical religlotisI
aerobics group out to assassinate his,

politician father-in-law, was origi.,'.a-.
nally called Dnrnts over Malta. hr

though the SCTV kids liked that oiiet

the powers-that-be thought it a IIIII»

innocuous and tried to come up»'Ith<
something better. Next was Numntrtti'

The Special Edition, which s»veiaI,

exex liked but the guys vetoed. As ols

this writing the monicker stands at~>

Goin'etserk, a nice middle-of.th-"

road name but certainly not in Ihc;.

'raditionof blasphemy we'e gro»'"

t of SCTV. Universal, Ii"
director David Steinh«
need of outside II»IP

''t

promise a movie <I»ai

yone with their o»'n tip

s could send them <"i

(continued on page -(II

I

Coppola Copes

A LTHOUGH FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA'S

beleaguered Zoetrope Studio is
still for sale, the man himself is not
sitting around biting his nails. He'
directing films and biting his nails:
The Outsiders is finished and he'
now in the midst of Rumble Fish,
which stars many of the same actors
and is also based on a book by S. E
Hinton. Both are contemporary
youth dramas, although The Out-
siders is "optimistic and heart
warming" while Rumble Fish is
described as "expressionistic."

Make Us Laugh
The Ampersand staff needs some
yucks, folks —and we depend on
our readers to keep us howling.
What's more, we'l pay real bucks
for these guffaws. Details follow:

Send us your favorite joke.
Keep. it concise, typed, double-
spaced and printable. If it's a car-
toon joke, that's fine too—just be
sure it's drawn in black ink on
sturdy white paper.

We'l pay $20 to'ach and
every jokemaker whose artistry
we print.

The rigorous criteria for judg-
ing the jokes: at least one editor
has to fall down laughing. Since
most of our editors fall down
frequently, whether laughing or
not, this could be a piece of cake.

Atnpersand keeps all the jokes.
We need them.

Send those hilarious words to
Ampersand jokes, 1680 North
Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA
90028.

AMPEltSAND OF THE MONTH
This streamltned, Art Deco
AmPersand came to us from
Scott E. Prlngle of Yoncalla,
Oregon. He earns 430for tbe
beauty. Others of our readers
wbo are arttsttcally tneltned
may also try to win big bucks:
just send us your ortgtnal
Ampersands, ln black tnk to expec
ok sturdy white paper,
wttb your name and
address clearly prtnted
on tbe artwork. Art will
not be acknowledged or tie idea
returned. Send tbe squlggles
to Ampersattd of tbe Montb,
1680 North Vtne, Suite 900,
Hollywood, CA 90028.
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Re-1Nastered
AUDIOPHH.F- RECORDINGS

BY BYRON LAURSEN
~ s

Ring the door at Sweet Thunder and Vinyl yelps. Later, Vinyl accepts a pat on the head and com-
mences to chew Mr. Duck.

Sweet Thunder is a new entrant in the half-speed re-mastered audiophile disc business. All those
expensive albums that look like regular albums —but don't sound like regular albums. Vinyl is a
black cocker spaniel who lives in Sweet Thunder's Hollywood offices. Mr. Duck is a little yellow
rubber toy.

Company mavens Howard Lowell and Russell Palmer, after igtroducfng a visitor to Vinyl, like to
point out a framed letter from Aaron Copland, whose recording ofBilly the Kid and Statements for
Orchestra was among the first of Sweet Thunder's projects. Copland, one of America's most distin-
guished living corvrposers, calls the record "...a true achievement in the sense that it represents
more realistically the composer's thought." Citing "The clarity and brilliance of sonic mixtures,"
Copland concludes that the new recordings "pack more of a whallop, and keep the separate lines
more distinct and more true to the live sound."

Crucial to what Sweet Thunder and the slightly older Mobile Fidelity Labs and Nautilus Re-
cordings companies do are two things: virgin vinyl and half-speed mastering.

The former, supplied either as JVC Supervinyl from Japan or Teldec Vinyl from West Germany, is
refined totally. Anti-pollution regulations prevent such thoroughgoing refinement in the United
States. Half-speed mastering, a technique pioneered by the Japanese in the days of Quadrophinic,
meaos just what it would seem to mean. The master disc. is cut at half of its intended playing speed,
so the cutting heads have more time to respond to the signals sent them from the master tape. As a
result, the subtler sounds are more vividly drawn and the recording sounds more "live" than a
conventional disc.

Though the field is relatively new (Mobile began in 1978, Nautilus in 1979 and Sweet Thunder in
1981!),expansion has been remarkable. Larger companies, already established in the record busi-
ness, have come forward with their own competitive "audiophile" pressings. Some observers feel

that the giants are too mass-production conscious to ever equal the independents in quality, how-
ever.

Initially, a company musI select an LP they think will perform well (sonically and commercially)
as a re-mastered edition. Then they strike a business agreement with the company owning the
original, check the master recording for flaws and (if none are present) put the original through a
meticulous copying process, using the aforementioned virgin vinyl and half-speed mastering. The
results tend to be exquisite. They'e also expensive. Re-mastered editions cost more than twice as
much as conventional discs. They are for lovers —of a given piece of music or of their own stereo
systems —only.

There are other components to this better quality product —individual hand-checking of each
disc off the assembly line, magnetic filtration systems at the top of the vinyl delivery hopper and
use of loose-fitting wrap instead of platter-bending, strangulating shrink wrap.

Interestingly, nearly as many audiophile recordings are sold in stereo shops as in normal record
stores. Part of the appeal seems to be wringing the most out of a top-of-the-line stereo system. But,
as the audiophile record companies like to assert, any system will produce better music if it'

playing a better record.
Also, any music will sound bener. Product availability in re-mastered audiophile discs runs from

classics to Creedence Clearwater, from jazz to Joe Cocker, from funk to Peter Frampton.

The "Royal Treatment"

AUDIOPHILE F- CON'I'j."ST;.
~ The Beatles/The Collect/on from Mobile

PgJge Fidelity. 13 albums on 14 discs (because the
White Album was a double, of course). Retail
value about $325.

2 One album &om Nautilus and one &om Sweet
LII ~ Thunder, to be chosen by the winners &om

each company's catalog. Retail value: 4j'36-40.

i
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Popery Records"

A few years back, when the "audiophile" record began to make hig news in the music world, an
outfit called Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab had an idea so obvious it prolnibly required genius «p»
figure it out: get licensing agreements for "clihssic" albums, refurbish them with top-grade vinyl and
reissue them in versions whose sound quality would put the big commercial outfits to shame.

Their process necessitated prices several times those of the "regular" versions. But they ha«
sold respectably. Other companies, from fledgling>s to giarns like RCA, CBS and MCA, have ruslied
into the audiophile market,
'ow, An>pe>rand asks the musical question "What LP would you most like to see get the roy'll

treatment?" What great, perhaps overlooked, record of the pibst (or present) would most please
'ouin an even greater version —all the high» sweeter, the'ows fuller and rounder;lnd <lie

harmonic overtones clearer? To motivate response we'e offering sor»e delicious prizes frr>i» <lie
vaults of the audiophile companies. gJ

Here, as an example, is one contributor's idea of a prime candidate:

Rhapsody
Leopold Stokowski: Music of Liszt, Enesco & Smetana (RCA)

Back in the early Sixties, Stokie got together one of his periodic gatherings of New Y<r«
free-lance musicians and led them in renditions of four pieces that audiences the world
over are sick to death of: the Liszt llung>arian Rl>apsodl'v. 2, Enesco's Rumanian
Rhapsody No. I, and Smetana's Tl>e hfvldau and l3a>tered Bride overture. The orchestra
was dubbed the RCA Victor Symphony, the record was entitled Rl>apsodl; and it re-
m:lined in RCA'3 main catalogue for nearly 20 years (it was recently reissued on their
Gold Seal label), primarily l>eel<use the okl mrhster conducted the darned thing as if tire
ink was still svet on the score.

The problem is that, at Iciest in recent pressings, the sound, clean and well-balanced i»
soft passages, becomes impossil>ly ug>ly and distorted in the loud ones. As far as I r»
concerned, canonizd<tion is not g<>od enough for the mastering engineer who can rescue
this orle.

Sol Louis Siegel

Is» —

'ot

the idea? Any favorite album is fair game. The five most convincing:u>d clever (also willy
intelligent, persuasive and grammatically correct —we didn't say it would be e>hsy) will be publislie'n

our February issue,;lnd paid at the same generous rates that already cause freelance wri«rs
4'roundthe globe to roll their eyes to heaven at the mention of our name. Thwart's 12 cents ri vv<>«A

+et@
entries rllust be received by November I5, 1982. Naturally, all entries become the pl'o[>eny "
An>pe>rand and will he judged by our fair, thoughtful and only occasionally vicious editors. Reep "
to a couple of'ouble-spaced paragraphs on a single page. May the best music-mad

A>npe>rtan'eaderswin!
Send your entries to: Royal Treatment, c/o A>npcvsand, 1680 North Vine, Suite 900, Hollyw<h< C

90028.
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Moshe 8rakha:-

Capture the heat of the moment...in dazzling, sizzling hot color.
No matter how fastit's happening. With Kodak film.

For sharp, beautiful shots that scream color.



Feel the awesome energy of MCS. Hear its pulsating power.
See its beauty in our model 3285 85-watt receiver.': Fully

electronic feather-touch controls include
synthesized quartz-lock tuning, unique
acoustic memory and 16 AM/FM-A sv random-access memory pre-sets with
5-second scanning feature. 699»
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and strength, but they can make the
mediocre writer look pretty good by
teaching the angles, the hidden
ropes, and they keep the dream alive
for a great many who don't stand a
chance. I don't know ...maybe I
shouldn't teach again."

Keeble's first two books —Crab
Canon (1971) and Mine (1974), the
laner co-wriuen with Ransom Jeffery—were, by and large, failures. A
third book was scrapped midway to
completion, and Yellowish started in
its place. Keeble scrambled to sell it,
changing agents —four agents so far
in his career —haranguing the New
York City publishing apparatus,
pushing and pulling his way up. The
book, published by Harper and Row,
sold its first-run printing of 17,000
copies, and Keeble left school to
write and ranch full-time. "When
Yellowf'Isb first began to be noticed,
my colleagues at school treated me
differently, with an excessive respect
that amounted to envy. The nature of
the book, the aggressive characters,
the thriller nature of it, alienated
many of them, especially the intellec-
tuals. They pointed their fingers:
'He's a commercial writer, nothing
more.'" And as anyone who has
spent time doppling and dabbling
around an English department. can
tell you, there is no greater slur than
that.

Like its author, Yellowfish is delib-
erate, a heavy-handed novel with an
assortment of deftly done touches
that take it from the realm of thriller
to the realm of serious fiction. It is
the story of Wes Erks, a man most
like Keeble, rough, unkempt, inde-
pendent, unwilling to change for any
reasons other than his own. Erks
makes a living ranching, but he picks
up extra money running illegal Chi-
nese immigrants across the border
into America, from Canada to San
Francisco. The book deals with one
particular load of passengers and the
trek Erks makes with them. One of
the passengers is a wanted man,
wanted by the Triad —a Chinese
Mafioso organization —and as the
story progresses, the reader finds the
Triad wants this one Chinaman bad
enough to commit murder. On the
surface, it's a cloak-and-dagger sus-
pense story, complete'with dark-
colored Lincolns (belonging to the
bad guys) and a noble but criminal
good guy. But what has drawn atten-

'ionand critical acclaim has not been
the surface story, but instead the

,'torythat lies just below —the story
'f

Erks, the story of travel and death.
Wes Erks is the last of a breed of

men who, if we are to believe popu-
lar myth, were the ldnd largely re-
sponsible for settling the American
continent. Erks resents government—"the fine print men" —and des-
pises sing-song morality; he hates
weakness, especially in himself, loves
excitement, and seeks to find his ul-
timate capabilities and his own per-
sonal code of morality. Of course,
what Erks does for extra money is il-

legal; but his breaking of the law is
the breaking of written laws, while
his compliances are with unwritten
laws, the laws of humans thrown to-
gether randomly to survive as best

BY Amm ROUrH

John Keeble sits on his eastern Wash-
ington state ranch of 300.acres, bit-
ing on a bullet, a man born to bal-
ance things. 'In his roughed-in kitch-'n, squarely in the center of the log
house that is his home, amid the
fresh pine scent of the Ponderosas
he has cut with his own two hands,
he sits.

At 37 years old, his hair thinning,
lines of worry and frustration creas-
ing into his face and holding there
from earlier days, John Keeble is tast-
ing the firs but still diflicult fruits of
a long ambition. There is the ranch—300 acres of arid land, land he has
worked that seems to roll forever
under the hot afternoon sun; it is
overwhelming to see the place, to
see how he has raised from the dgs-
ert a garden, a crop, a few animals.
And then there i0 the family, healthy,
strong, and proud to be on their
own together in the country. But be-
yond this, and beyond Keeble's
muddy boots and dirty workclothes,
behind his pleasant, how-do-you-do
smile, there is John Keeble the
novelist, the new-found literary gem
who has finally broken the bubble of
the "easterns" and has elbowed his
way into the recognized portion of
the publishing world. With his third
novel, titled Yellowfisb, Keeble has
finally succeeded. Time Magazine
and Newsweek were on the phone.
Publist2er's Weekly and the New York
Times Review of 8ooks spoke his
name. The local Washington week-
lies and Sunday supplements clam-
ored at his rough-pine door. After
two previous novels, a potpourri of
articles, and a circle of literary ac-
quaintances that ranges from Tillie
OLsen in California to Ransom Jeffery
in Missouri, and after years of pov-
erty, times of confusion and disor-
der, times of discbntent, there is now
for Keeble the sweetness of victory

Born in Canada and raised as a
preacher's son along the west coast,
Keeble is as much a product of the
land as is his character in Yellou fish,
Wes Erks. Keeble left the west once—a short stint of work on his docto-
rate at Brown on the east coast, but
that, as he says, was short-lived. "I
was the angry young man there, I
suppose. Married, with no money,
and finding Brown not to be what I
thought it should have been —it was
a pretty frustrating time." The one
thing that Keeble resented most
about Brown was the keen competi-
tion. "Not that competition is in itself
a bad thing —not at all. What I re-
sented was being forced to write on
that kind qf leveL That wasn't for me,
and neithe't were the departmental
politics." So from Brown, Keeble re-
turned to his precious west without
his doctorate, senling in Medical
Lake, Washington, near Spokane. He
taught at Eastern Washington Univer-

- »Iy as an associate professor in En-
giish. "I enjoyed teaching literature,"
he says, 't s concrete —sort of. He
laughs. "Writing isn'. Maybe I
shouldn't teach writing. I don't like
Io. College writing programs can do
things, good and bad. They can give
the,he starting writer encouragemc'nt

u+N RICHOL1'Z FROM R pHOTooRAPII BY O 1982 RLIAN R()u11I

famous. So are a hundred other
writers. I'm just m'e —that's all there
is, that's all that matters." And of
other writers from the west? "Tillie
Olsen is a fine writer —a combina-
tion of Sinclair Lewis, Ernest
Hemingway, Theodore Dreiser. She
skipped modernism, that 'Philip
Roth'tyle of trash writing. We need
more writers like her who aren'
from New York City. And we don'
need the New York City critics telling
us what to read and what not to read.
I'd like to see the west have its own
publishing apparatus, but we don'.

"There are those writers," Keeble
continues, "both dead and alive, who
came before me. They'e all impor-
tant. But in the end, the writer is no-
body when he sits to write. He must
do it all over again everytime he sits
down. That leaves only the individual—alone."

John Keeble walks plaintively out
the front door of his log house. A
heavy ax handle works as a sliding
leverage weight on the door. There
are no locks or latches anywhere in
the house. Outside, the late day sun
has turned even hotter, and the pigs
are in need of watering, and the lone
goose Keeble keeps for his own
amusement honks for water, too.
The garden's strawberries, still un-
bloomed, are nonetheless green and
velvety. With a large dirty hand, a
hand that 'couldn't possibly write a
book, let alone three of them, and
with his moustache untrimmed and
hanging over his lips, John Keeble
grabs up the watering hose and starts
for the pigpen.
Allan Routh is a freelance writer
Pom Eugene, Oregon.

'

it is the philosophy ofJefferson, of
Emerson and Thoreau. But Keeble
takes it further than any of them, by
still believing it in an age when most
of us live in apartments or in subur-
bia Keeble wonders. Without land,
without our own private struggle to
live what every rancher and farmer
and settler- has experienced, what
kind of people are we becoming?
Rootless, confused, spiritually ex-
hausted?

As for the negative responses to
Yelloufish; most mention the un-
canny similarities between Keeble
and his influences, notably those of
Faulkner. "I resent that kind of fool-
ishness," Keeble says, testily, "those
blanket statements like that. Rhythm—my rhythm is different. It is my
own. A writer is the synthesis of the
writers before him. There's even an
homage to Steinbeck in the book, an
homage to his The Chrysanthemums,
and there is some of Faulkner, and
Joyce, too, in the book; but I'd never
read any of the Snopes stories before
[stories that bear close resemblances
to a few scenes in Yellowftsh] and
I'e only recently read Kesey." Ken
Kesey is another "problem" for Kee-
ble, since Kesey has with his two
books (One Flew over the Cuckoo's
Nest and Sometimes a Great Notion)
already established himself strongly
as a national spokesman/author from
the Northwest. "There are many
Northwest wi iters," Keeble says, a bit
tiredly, "other than Kesey. I'm not
jockeying for a position next to or
above or below him. I resent that,
again, I write, and write as well as I
can —I leave the rest of it to other
people, it's out of my hands. Kesey is

they can. Erks could be called a
noble savage, as well as the sensitive,
confused rebel. During the long haul
to San Francisco, Erks discovers him-
self and his boundaries. He is shot at,
chased, harangued, double-crossed;
but he remains true to his ally, the
wanted Chinese immigrant, because
they have been thrown together,
both with a job to do, and Erks is, in
the end, successful. He is a larger-
than-life hero, but still he is plaus-
ible, and the reader applauds him.

Another element of Keeble's novel
that has drawn attention Ls the rela-
tionship that is strongly established
between landforms, and history, and
the present day, As Erks travels a
southward route out of Canada, he
Iassoctates his location with what has
been there in the past —the Fraser
party of explorers, the early Indians,
the Donner party who were forced
to survive a winter by feeding on
their own dead. Erks is characterized
as an amateur historian of sorts, and
as he travels, the land around him
piques his scholared memory, im-
ploring him to call up the past. It is
Keeble's conviction that land, its
forms and shapes and general aura,
dictates who we are and who we will
be. This, along with our history,
makes up our own unique existence.
Men of the Pacific Northwest, a
sprawling, still virgin portion of
America, are seen as mirror images
of the land, and of the men who
came before them. Erks is therefore
unsettled, like his land, and has a
sense of treachery of the land, what
it can and has done. It is an old phi-
losophy, this belief that land and his-
tory are the mainstays of what we are
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SV P. ~RIOR't >P QiGER

A Galactic Neophyte Sees a
Vlslon oj'Aleo Games ln

Hls Sleep, and 8egfns a
Manual ofPbllrtsopby to
Appease Ms Conscience

LEVEL THREE
Choose One. Enter A or B.

A) You never play video games.
B) Smart bomb my Swarmers;

I'm ready for the Yllabian Dog
Fight.

(Correct answer below.)
You walk past. Dens of electronic

attractions only repel you. You re-
fuse to play them on some obscure
pretext or another. They waste
money, they make ugly sounds,
they confuse or distract attention to
the extreme, they are the bastards
of a technological age, they are
foolish ...or so you thiink But you
never play them, so you don'
know.

Perhaps you are wise to hesitate.
Once the appeal of the video
games has taunted you into a
wrangle, all safety fades. Doubts
enter your mind, You find yourself
looking for quarters. You close
your eyes and see rainbow explo-
sions. Again and again and again ...

(Correct answer is B if you have
read this far. Proceed to the next
leveL)

LEVEL TWO
Some basic, temporal strategies
are laid for a number of games. If
you still insist the games won'
graze you, hyperspace ahead to
level three. If you expea solutions,
proceed with extreme caution.

The best general strategy for all
electronic video games is to prac-
tice. All the advice in the world
won't inform your fingers when
and how to punch "thrust" with
your index finger instead of "Are"
with your thumb. Words can help,
but experience means knowledge.
Games can be plotted in your
sleep, on paper, or daydreaming—
imagining the screen and envision-
ing your moves schematically —but
nothing comes easy. Mastery takes
quarters.

Much of the for-what-it'-worth
advice below has been taken from
the PIATO computer system notes-
files communication network Hun-
dreds of anonymous computer ad-
dicts, sining at terminals around the
world, exchange information over
PLATO on a myriad of subjects;

frustration in the arcades can't be
of use beyond the life of the game
machines, and most machines have

a life expectancy measured in

months rather than years. Does
anyone play 1979's original hit,
SPACE INVADERS, except as nostal-

gia? Will PAC-MAN be an obsolete
curio by 1983?

Bernard M. Powers, director of
marketing for the Bally's Aladdin'

Castle chain of arcades, claims that

TEMPEST is not cute; it is the re-
ductive essence of video game
space battle, almost the idea of it

put into abstract motion graphics.

America. The name comes from a
bad translation of Japanese for

"stupid gorilla" As the hero climbs to
rescue the girl from the gorilla, he
must use ladders, conveyer belts,
and the ulique "jump" capability to
dodge falling fireballs, fuel carts, and
barrels. The game was released in

Japan in July 1981, and test-marketed
in the States that same month. Nin-

tendo has ceased production of
its'ther

games to concentrate on DK,
and the key to its special status is
psychological. DONKEY KONG has a
role-playing feel, a narrative dimen-
sion usually lacking in games.

No one knows what's in the
barrels.

video games, logically, have a file
unto themselves.

"- =-- AlAGA=-- TARGATE
tggg The sequel to DEFEN-

DER, STARGATE has all
gggg the wonders that made

tIggt tggg its predecessor the
prince of video games,

plus more. The landers, mutants,
bombers, baiters, pods and swarm-
ers are still deadly, but you'e fight-
ing new threats in addition:
firebombers, fireballs, Yllabian
space guppies, dynamos, space
hum, phred, Big Red, and munch-
ies. Since unlike most video games,
the enemies attack you simulta-
neously, you might expect STAR-
GATE to be even more difficult
than the high-test DEFENDER. But
no, STARGATE has some minor
DEFENDER bugs smoothed out.
Smart bombs work more consis-
tently and don't slow the game
down. The explosions look nicer,
so that you might not even mind
losing your planet. Mutants and
landers move more slowly. Higher
scores are easier to get.

Tips: The volcano spurting lava is
a decorative distraction; ignore it.
During the first wave, try ignoring
most of the enemies and concen-
trate on saving humanoids from the
capturing landers. Catch four hu-
manoids on your spaceship (being
careful not to touch ground or
they'l hop off), then fly into the
Stargate warp box and be instantly
transported to the fourth wave.

Don't forget to use Inviso. You
are invulnerable when you hold
down the button with your right
thumb, continuing to thrust and fire
with your other finger. Inviso is
great for getting out of a tight spot,
so use it sparingly.

If you get blisters on your right
hand, you'e probably spending too
much time on "thrust" instead of
making good use of your vertical
stick (See Level Six for more sex-
ual theory.) Professional callouses
appear on the left hand.

STARGATE wears your eyes out,
but worthily. A few games leave
you with multicolor hallucinatory
afterimages for hours.

The Chicago manufaaur-
RKS gage~~ ers, Midway/Bally, pro-

Ixtgg KW
nounce it "GAL-uh-guh,"
but some say "Guh-LA-
guh." Either way, the

game improves upon the space in-

vaders theme by having the attack-

ing insects swarm down in flying

patterns before lining up above to
continue attack. The key to ad-
vanced scores is to allow your ship
to be captured by the Galaga's blue
beam; then, if you are careful to
kill the captor with your remaining
ship, you get your old ship back
for double fire power against the
insects, Stay near the center of the
board when possible, dodging the
insect fire carefully and swiftly. Re-

maining in a fixed position for the
first two or three challenging stages
works to best advantage, even when
the dragonflies start spinning down
in curleycue confusion.

PAC-MAN holds some kind of re-

cord, with a peak popularity that

lasted a record 14 months. "It's on
the downswing now," Powers says.

The life cycle of games is criticaL
ASTEROIDS, which was released
the same time as PAC-MAN, lasted
six months. We hope for six
months with any game. Those few

long-lasting ones you fall in love

Wltll.
New games about which nothing

has (yet) been dissected by book
include DIG DUG (an underground
maze game), FRENZY (an improved
and more difflcult version of BER-

SERK), ROBOTRON (another high-

speed, humanistic save-the-world
drama from the makers of DEFEN-

DER), the three-dimensional ZAX-

XON, and TRON, a four-part game
cleverly based upon the Disney
movie.

Already new chips and challenges
have made PAC-MAN overly famil-

iar. MS. PAC-MAN, a ribboned danc-

ing female gobbler, vies for atten-

tion. Uston's careful patterns for the

original PAC-MAN may still work on
some machines, but the book is

likely to be classic only in the
sense that it was made obsolete
upon publication.

An article in Playboy recently
gave strategies for CENTIPEDE, DE-

FENDER, and PAC-MAN, but the pat-

tern for the latter differed con-
siderably from Uston's model. "On

the first three boards, the move-
ments of the four ghosts aren'
predictable, so pattern following is

a useless —and dangerous —af
fair," was the Playboy Philosophy
Uston, however, brazenly gave use.
less and dangerous patterns to use,

some of which worked on ma-

chines only in regional locations. At

least for the firs boards, you are
better off practicing on paper, bas-

ing your moves on the close obser-

vations done at familiar machines.
Remember, you can't do a flawless

board one pattern if you make any

mistakes. You'l have to put in an-

other quarter, and start from
scratch, which is frustrating.

Answer books exist because win-

= EMPEGT
Atari's Quadrascan non-

gggt linear graphics moved from
black and white (ASTE-
ROIDS, RED BARON) to
color with TEMPEST, an ab-

stract space battle of shapes. Al-

though likely to undergo new pro-
gramming transformations in the
near future, some controversy al-
ready rages about the best ways of
playing it now. Some skip ahead to
high levels for high points and'ast
play; others proceed through the
levels for a longer game but in-
equitable point accumulation.

If, instead of starting on level
one you begin at nine, you'l re-
ceive a bonus of 54,000 points (but-
not the extra lives awarded for
regular accumulation of 20K and
40K points). If you make it past
level 11, you get 74K bonus points.
Some think spinning the knob to-
ward "expert" at game's beginning
is, thus, "cheating," but it is a way
for a good player to face a chal-
lenge sooner and get more points
more quickly. If you make it up
through level 16 the slow way, you
don't get as many points, which is
rather unfair.

The color patterns change from
blue, to red, to yellow, to light blue
on the 49th level. Shoot spikers
when you can, or they'l come back
out as tankers. You can tell if a
tanker is going to change into two
fuseballs or two flippers by looking
at the center of the tanker. A pink-
ish center reveals that it will
change into fuseballs.

Many players sit on one tube and
fire at a steady rate of about 3
shots per second, until flippers ap-
proach. Then they fire as fast as
possible. Some think this method,
which can last up to 19 levels, is

'oring.Others think it's smart.

:--RGGGER
Not all video games pro-
vide space battle FROG
GER has the earthbound
plight of the lowly frog try-

ing to cross the road and
river without getting squashed or
eaten. Move as fast as possible;
every second saved earns points.
Move your frog forwards or back-
wards; don't think you have to stay
on a sinking turtle's back just be-
cause there's no log in front of
you. The real key to a good third
level play is to use the alligator's
tail as a leaping place; it doesn'
look safe, but it is.

FROGGER scores never range
into the astronomical, and there
seem to be bugs in many of the
machines: sometimes your frog will
jump in a diflerent direction from
what you expeaed. But it's a game
of simple pleasures and survivals,
almost with an anti-technological
theme. Your graceful comedown to
reality after intergalactic voyaging:
the Peace Frog.

LEVEL ONE
The literature of video games is
fly-by-night. Ken Uston's bestseller,
Mastering Pac-Man, Tom Hirsch-
feld'4 Haut to Master tbe Video
Garnes, and the many other pub-
lished attempts to circumvent loss

Mr. Arakawa of Nintendo
claims, with a giggle,
that DONKEY KONG is
now the most popular
game in both Japan and

ning is paramount and an

im'continuedon page l4J
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V/hat you need to tackle the
higher mathematics of a science
or engineering curriculum are
more functions —more func-
tions than a simple slide-tule
calculator has.

Enter the TI-55-II, with 112
powerful functions. You can
work faster and more accurate-
ly with the TI-55-II, because it'

preprogrammed to perform
complex calculations —like de-
finite integrals, linear regression

and hyberbolics —at the touch
of a button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without reentering

.ss~~
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the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator

Decision-Making Sourcebook.
It makes the process of using
the TI-55-II even simpler, and
shows you how to use all the
power of the calculator.

Get to the answers
faster. Let a TI-55-II
show you how.

TEXT'&
INSTRUMENTS

l F2 Texas Instruments
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VEL FIVE
L E Lotte"

"Tbe Vtdeo Arcade of 8eastly

ture video-generated techniques,
and Walt Disney Studios have re-

leased Tron, a feature-length com-

puter animated film about life
within the videogames reality. (One
might be tempted to claim that Star
Wars inspired the videogames * '.

boom —and there is some connec.
tlon —but the first computer game
was called SPACE WAR, created in

1962 by Steve Russell.) More than

this film exhibitors are bringing
games into the lobbies of the

theaters, hoping to augment the
concessions income which already

accounts for 'the largest percentage
of a theater owner's income.
Movies are just an excuse. That'

entertainment, too.
Are video games art? Of course

not. For a'uarter you get a

scenario. that is infallible and pre-

dictable, like a good 48~ ham.

burger. But with that limitation, you f
also get a chance to interact in

ways Raiders of the Lost Ark never

could provide, and the aesthetic .
experience is quite likely of a

higher'order on the machines than

at the movie. The game lets you re-

late, revise, devise, experience all -/+-
the synthetic emotions of hate, fear,

anxiety, and (with MS. PAC-MAN)

even romance. You come away

sweating, and you —not Indiami

Jones —have done something
about the survival of the plastic
planet. Aldous Huxley's prediction
of participation "feelies" in Brat'e
New. World may only be as far away f;
as 3-D and holographic vide)
games.

Not since classical music has any

entertainment form allowed
much fascination within a rigidly
fixed form. The rigid guidelines of
a Bach fugue —consistent within a

strict structure —have a symmetry
and recursive design already
praised highly by computerists. Ii

takes many many listenings before
one tires of the intricate music
that's hard to unwind. Video games
are as constricted as a sonnet, yet—like Wordsworth's praise of thai

confinement —have the beauty oi

playing within pure form. Tlie
games may provide the revenge of
the TV generations. We'e capable j
of talking back at last, we'e

finall}'etting

our crack.
Monotony, uniformity, and h}'.

nosis have their place in coping
with a rough world where
sportsmanship is largely a game for lp
hypocrites. A quarter may give corn

fort.. If Marcuse or McLuhan werc
alive today, much hypothesizing
about the future of.a planet pop«.
lated by video garners could be «
pected.

Are games really that
important'esse

thought so when he wrote
The Glass Bead Game, predicting

'orldwhere gaming controlled:
politics, religion, and language. C«
tainjy the Zen archer would have

DEFENDER blisters on his hands

Even if artificially induced, the

"hypnosis" of video games creates
an intense emotional concern,
something referred to in the Sixties

as "involvement." Maybe it will

spread to other human realms once
the feeling is reawakened. Tiic
more things change, the more they

stay the same. The universe
rec}'les

and is saved once again. Insert

coin.

ih%'ames

Magazine. "How many
other things can mother and son,
father and daughter, enjoy on an
equal basis? Most participation
sports give such a tremendous ad-

vantage to bigger and stronger
players that the idea of, for in-

stance, a family gam'e of tennis or
golf becomes an exercise in bore.
dom and frustration." And Mitchell
Robin again: "Children who aren'
athletically inclined can use video
games as a means to success that is
accepted by their peers. That type
of acceptance through a particular
skill is very important to the psy-
chological health of adolescents."

Attack ¹3:"The games are ac-
tually sort of stress-related," says
Larry Gertz, owner of Chess and
Games, one of the largest game re-
tailers on the West Coast. "I find
myself wasted when I'm competing
with Entex Football Four. I'm

exhausted physically and mentally., I
can feel the muscles in my body all
tense." Contributing editor of
Games magazine, Roger Dionne,
writes, "I was amazed at the hostil-
ity the machine has aroused in me.
I walked away trembling." The DE-
FENDER callous and PAC-MAN blis-
ter have already been cited as other
physical handicaps of the games.

Rebug; Steve Nelson, doctoral
candidate at New York University,
deduces from his research that "a
video game can teach you how to
process information on several
channels at once. The Army and Air
Force are experimenting with them.
The rapid increase in learning abil-
ity they can provide is amazing.
Therapists have been using them in
rehabilitation of the handicapped."
Linda Duesterhaus, mother of a
3-year-old video arcade habitue
named Zack, comments, "People
don't have to use their wits any-
more. Maybe some street people
survive that way, but mostly soci-
ety's too safe. The positive aspect of
video games is that one must be
alert in many sensory modes at
once,"

Attack ¹4it "I don't see why
people put their money in them.
They'e frustrating, make irritating
sounds, and all you get if you win
is more of the same and all of it is
torture. And the people who hang
out there are just a mess," com-
ments Katherine, a young library
assistant who likes the theatre,

Rebugi This is pure prejudice,
based upon bordello assumptions
from the pinball past. The person
just hasn't tried a game suited to
his or her personality. Perhaps
Katherine should try DONKEY
KONG for its narrative element.
The best answer here, however, is
just a "you won't know until you
try it" laugh. The pool hall mys-
tique does get a foothold in some
arcades, handed down from the un-
informed fears of River City. Not
worth hufl'ing at.

Attack ¹5tAudio-visual coor-
dinator and part-time TV talk show
host Scott Parsons says, "The real
question is whether video games
are more addictive than other ad-
dictive things, and I think they are.
The manufacturers are just begin-
ning to realize how to capitalize
upon this aspect of the games."

Rebu+ None. Change the sub-
ject. He is right.
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's s nding all her time

Dodging m " 'lectronic toy
u the ladders on her e
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f tipedes and fleas

She dreams o cen

Those Space Invaders have inva
possibility. Robert Lewis Stevenson's
dictum that "to travel hopefully is a
better thing than to arrive" has lost
meaning in an arena without any
notion of "sportsmanship." How do
you play fair against a machine?
The challenge is playing to the
point of boredom (i.e., "to win"),
outwitting the computer program
by hook, crook or strategy book.

The manufacturers know this.
Most are reluctant to disclose the

. simple rules of their games, forcing
each player to figure things out by
trial and error. Nineteen-year-old
Hirschfeld's manual does well by
providing simple rules rather than
arcane strategies, and his initial
volume for 30 games has not one,
but two, sequels in the works for
the more recent machines and up-
dated programs. The better you
understand what you are watching
on the screen, the more power you
have towards achieving the sought-
after boredom border. (See Level
Seven).

The informed player won't mista-
kenly shoot his little pink hu-
manoids in DEFENDER, taking them
for yet another enemy. The smart
player will trust his own experience
over the touted rules of strategists.

nd those machines.
e ad

rto th bih lih
R bbing buttons that spurt out e

u
GorG f tells her what to ry,

p
er fl .

She thinks it's better than the way we s

She figures out attack pck lans

blellow Pac-Man

B t that legless, hungry monster's

Still she'd rather run him
'r

uts on pounds,
Since he nev p
And he hasn't any arms to t e

e answer is, I guess,

h o djoi i ool.
B ome a stud beside her on a

S 'll our love won't las
Become

t too long
ti 'nk Kong.

If she discovers Ddnkey

I know that hairy monkey's gonna e

caPtured moves in p
yellow mazes and through a dual
set of Freudian tunnels. Special in-
terboards depict the new Pac-
Woman falling in love with the
Original, a first (but probably not
the last) in the infant world of
video game evolution.

LEVEL FIVELEVEL FOUR
Typical Attacks and Uncopyrighted
Rebuffs

Attack ¹I:"These games are
corrupting our youth," says a Long
Island housewife who is working
toward their banishment in her
area, a move already taken in parts
of Texas, Rhode Island, Illinois,
Massachusetts, other states and even
entire countries. "They are not
wholesome. They mesmerize our
children, they addict them and
force them to mindlessly pour one
quarter after another into the slots.
We see 15-year-olds playing on
school nights and during school
hours. We want the games out of
ouf town,

RebuJI'. Mitchell Robin, a child
psychologist and instructor of data
processing, wrote the Neu York
Times with this statement: "I have
seen absolutely no scientific evi-
dence to date that video games are
'mesmerizing our children.'here
has simply been no such research.
Campaigns against video games are
created out of a fear of the un-
known, in this case, computers.
Adults are afraid of the power of
computers, because we didn't grow
up with them. What better way to
be introduced to them than
through frieI}dly -sciflware such as
computer games?"

Attack ¹2t "People are sepa-
rated from society already with
each new technological advance.
The car, the telephone, television...all keep us at a distance. You
don't have a comrade in arms. Even
when you play the games with
someone else, you'e just waiting
your turn. The machine stands be-
tween you more than ever."

Rebugr "Unlike many other ac-
tivities, electronic gaming brings
families closer together," writes
Frank Laney, Jr., editor of Electronic

The sexual component of video
games isn't due to suggestive im-
ages on the screen. There are very
few —if any —of these and they'e
best left to the archaic pinball era.
Instead, sexuality becomes both
sublimated and transformed into
metaphor during the experience of
videogaming.

The DEFENDER player, for
example, needs a physical position-
ing over the machine that allows
no room for distraction, He may
have to use an elbow to fly into
hyperspace, since both his hands
and all his mental power must be
intricately aligned with the buttons
and joystick As he defends his hu-
manoids and planet against the in-
vaders, the emotional experience
grows into one of serious right-
eousness and a do-right edge of
wilL The humanoicLs, of course, are
androgynous.

Winning any of the video games
at best entitles you to put your ini-
tials at the top of the board.
Machismo conquest and egotism
can trail one whose initials fre-
quently are seen on various ma-
chines and in various arcades.

"Stud" has become one common
designation for a games adept,
while "wimp" is the sort of conge-
nial taunt allocated one who fails.

Sex-linking the games made a
breakthrough with PAC-MAN, the
first video game to attract as many
women as men. One regular male
player insists it is the perfect pick-
up ploy, offering a round of PAC-
MAN as an opening line. Because
the yellow Japanese gobbling ball
survived the sex test better than
any before it, the new game MS.
PAC-MAN has now been introduced,
in which a female gobbler, wearing
a ribbon and dancing in circles

LEVEL SIX
Pbttosopbtcal Ftntsb
A bored kid sits on his stool,
watching the yellow PAC-MAN run
by itself toward the bottom left
wall. Look, Ma, no hands, he seems
to want to say, but to whom? No
one is watching, no one cares, and
the boy hesitates briefly before con-
tinuing his pattern play to rack up
impressive points. Having spent his
lunch m'oney to be here, he has
achieved the ultimate goal of video
games: success by saturation.

The theory of entertainment is
that the formula shouldn't change.
Entertainment is a commodity
which trades best when quality con-
trol is high, standard, and utterly
predictable. Art, on the other hand,
makes us nervous,'hallenges our
asstimptions, involves change, and
lives on risk. McDonald's hambur-
gers, with across-the-country uni-
formity in its product, make a good
case for entertainment food.

The movies rely upon a great
deal of repetition —sometimes
called sequels —to bolster box of-
fice. That's entertainment. Movies,
however, are trying hard now to
win back the dollars that video
games have stolen away f'rom them.
Five billion dollars were grossed by- the video games industry in 1981;
only $2.8 billion came to the movie
box office. Hollywood is wasting no
time getting the attractive video
image onto the big screen. Escape

from New York and Wolfen were
just two of last year's movies to fea-
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On soundstage 16 at Paramount
Studios in Hollywood, a spaceship
bearing the word "Pan Universe" sits

crash-landed in a moonscape of
gravel and papier mflche boulders.

The front hatch is open, the
emergency slide extended. Passen-

.gers are jumping out (sans breathing

apparatus) and sliding down to the

surface, where they are met by two

very alien-looking Hare Krishnas,

who wish them a good day and hand

them flowers.
It's the next to last day of principal

photography for the comedy
Airplane II: the Sequel, and writer/

director Ken Finkleman is
conduct-'ng

a rehearsal of the lunar escape
scene. He's not entirely satisfie with

the placement of people and debris,

so it's Lights! Camera! 'Wait a minute!

as the crew relocates scenery.
Just outside the soundstage,

Robert Hays sits in his dressing
trailer, waiting to be called to
make-up. As he did in the 1980 hit

Airplane! Hays co-stars (with Julie
Hagerty) as Ted Striker, dashing, if
reluctant, hero. (This time, Striker is
called upon to save the first com-

mercial lunar passenger shuttle from

disaster. Hilarity, of course, ensues.)

ment, Koch says, "Sure. It would
have been wonderful if they were
here. But Ken's been doing a great
job. I'e seen about thirty minutes
pieced together so far, and it's really
funny stuff." Koch goes on to de-
scribe how the original fil's ap-
proach has been maintained with
appearances by Raymond Burr, Wil-

liam Shatner, Chad Everett, Chuck
Connors, Aldo Ray, Kent McCord and
Sonny Bono, either overplaying their
well known characters, or, in
Everett's case, playing an "against-
type" villain.

(If that sounds like a Merv Griflin
"Salute to the.Vast Wasteland" line-up,
that's all right. Part of the charm of
Airplane! was its use of performers
primarily known for their television
work. Even more than film, TV

"types" actors so completely that plac-
ing those well-known personas in a
manic comedy worked much better
than casting, say, Harvey Korman or,
God forbid, Chevy Chase,) .

Hays himself had been identified
only with television before Airplane!

"As hard as it is to break into TV,
that's how hard it is to break into
film Pom TV'e says. "It's getting
better, but there's still the feeling
that movies are a sort of Cadillac
looking down on the Volkswagen of
television."

How about theater? "Heck, yeah.
That's what I want to do. For the craft
of acting, that's like a revitalization.
The Old Globe Theatre (in San Di-

For Airplane II, Julie Hagerty, Lloyd

Bridges and Peter Graves are back,
"but two notable people, Bob Stack
and Leslie Nielsen, are missing, It'

too bad they'e not here."
Three other notable people are

missing, too. "The Zuckers" Jerry
Zucker, David Zucker and Jim Ab-

rahams) who wrote and directed
Airplanel, opted to stay as Iar away
from the sequel as possible. Accord-

ing to Jerry Zucker, it came as no
surprise that Paramount wanted a
follow-up to the film. "Basically,
studios aren't creative organizations,
they'e financial ones. It makes per-
fect sense that Paramount would
want a sequel to such a successful
movie."

If Airplane II is not the
Zuckers'ilm,

it is Howard Koch's. Koch, who
began his movie career in 1944,
acted as Executive Producer for Air-

plane! (allaying some of Paramount's
"who are'hese Zucker kids anyway?"
fears), and is producing the sequel, A

knowledgeable, active and candid
veteran, he provides a vital link be-
tween the two films, and has been

"flrst-to-come-last-to-leave" during all
eight weeks, of filming. If this has
caused any friction between him and
Finkleman, none is apparent. "If this
was my first directing assignment, I'd

want someone like me around, too."
(Finkleman's only previous big
screen credit is as screenwriter for
Grease IL) Asked if the

Zuckers'on-involvementwas a disappoint-
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Hays is a likeable, talkative, outgoing
actor who has been described as

, "strong, sensitive, and devastatingly

attractive," as well as "unpredictably
. wacky."

These days, Robert Hays is also
hot. After six years of lower-no-pay

repertory theatre in San Diego, he

was cast to appear in a segment of
television's Hany-O. This led to jobs
working on such TV fare as Love

Boat, Wonder Woman, Laverne 6
Shirley, and speclals like The Young

Pioneers and Ir!ark Tivain's America
Then, a .stroke of good fortune
landed him in the middle of
A!rIelane! which became one pf the
most successful comedies of all dme.
(According to Paramount, it has
grossed $158 million so far, sur-

passed only by Animal House in the
comedy sweepstakes.) After that
came the disappointing Take This

joh and Shove It, and recent starring

roles in three more features due for
release soon.

If an actor's career was ever
zoom-'ng,

Hays's. So, why reprise a role
in a sequel? "Iwas real hesitant to do
it," says Hays, "but they threatened

my family." In addition to which,
Hay's press agent, Tony Angelloni,

jokingly points out, the release
and'uccessofAirp!ane ll will make Hays

"the richest man in the universe"
(huge salary, undisclosed, and a per-
centage, also undisclosed),

Hays also notes that "it would be
difficult to do a sequel without the
people who were in the first one."

Handsome
Robert Hays and

heavenly Julie Hageriy.

It's'easy for an actor to be misunder-

stood. People say, 'Hey, I saw him on

TY, listen to what he's saying,'nd
that's a danger. I might agree with

someone on a position, but that

doesn't mean I agree with everything

he says about everything, so I don'

become publicly identified with

issues."
The loner in Hays is also apparent

in his private life. Rock climbing,

skiing and flying (he's a
qualified'ilot)

take up much of his recreation

time, Although he is often touted as a

'sex symbol" by such touters as Cos-

niopolilan magazine, he says he has

never been a "chaser," and is now

exclusively involved with a woman

he has dated off and on since high

school.
Back on the set, the dry ice ma-

chine has been turned on, and crew
members're busy moving fans

around to blow the mist in the

proper direction. Koch walks by, and

shares a joke wflh Hays.
Koch goes on to talk a little about

the release of Airplane II. "I think

we'e pretty much already booked
There's about 17 or 18 states where

the theatre owners have to see the

film before they can bid on it, and
we'l have it ready to show them in

August or September. You know,
there's always comparisons. Some

people have even compared Youiig

Doc!os in Love to Airplane! But this

one's great, with all the talent, and

when Bob and Julie come on, we'e
got 'em." Koch asks if I have every-

thing 'I need, and ambles off to check

on the progress of the crew. "Fll be

happy if we can just get thLs shot," he

says.
In the "Production

Information'ackage

for Airplane ll, the original

A!rplane! is described as "making an

unprecedemed impression on the

American psyche." Allowing for a bit

of indulgence by the publicity de-

partmeht, that's not altogether fanci-

ful. A relatively low-budget, certainly

oddball fil, AIrplane! achieved both

critical and public acclaim for its per

formances, parody, and outright
silliness. Whether Airplane II: rhe

Sequel can recapture the comedic
feel of the original won't be dis

covered until its release in De

cember. But if Airplane II even

comes close to the success of iis par-

ent, Howard Koch won't be sur

prised, Robert Hays will be the rich-

est man in the universe, and audi-

ences will have something to really

laugh about,

1 ego)
is my home.

I'd like to work
in theater about

five weeks at a time,
but I can't afford to take six months
to do a play right now."

"The reality is that I would like to
have a career that builds slowly over
a long period of time. I want to be
around, working, when I'm 70 or 80,
and have a nice, steady income. I
think a lot of people, not'll, but
some, are pricing themselves right
out of the business. But it's real
complicated, because when you'e
negotiating, they go in expecting you
to try to soak them. If you try to beat
them up and strangle them, then
they say, 'O.K., well, you'e all

right.'ut

if you say, 'Hey guys, I just want

to make a film,'hey say, 'Oh, wow,
this guy's a geek.'"

Hays is concerned about being
typed. "I don't want to be identified
with only one Idnd of role, I'd like to
do a variety. The problem is, there'
a certain thing you'e expected to
play. If you'e likeable, or if you'e a
real evil villain, for example." Still,
the roles he chooses (and these days,
he can choose) tend to be that "like-
able guy." That isn't an accident. "My
all-time favorite. director is Frank
Capra, and Preston Sturges is an-
other great one," Hays says, naming
two directors known for their hand-

ling of drama with a light touch. "I'm
not into gore or any of that." How
about angsti'Well, there's nothing
wrong with pain and suffering, but it
doesn't mean you can't combine it
with stuff to make the audience
laugh."

It's plain that Hays likes doing
comedy, as evidenced by his other
upcoming films. He describes one
(Trenchcoar, with Margo Kidder) as
an "international-spy-mystery-com-
edy-intrigue, or how abut a spy-
thriller comedy-mystery, or maybe a
sci-fl-action-western?" The others,
Utilities and Some Sunny Day, both
find Hays as, in the words of Tony
Angellotti, "rebels, but not angry
young men. Just guys who are af-
fected by ineq'uities in the system,
and actively set out to do somethin'g
about them."

Off-camera, Hays is less active in
social causes. "I support Greenpeace
and the Cousteau Society with dona-
tions, but I'm not much on groups.
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Writer Richard Blackburn (iePJ,
direclor/actor Barley l (center/ aruf

Ae statuesque Ms. Wonntmu (right).

Paul and Mary Bland, just like Bonnie
and Clyde before them, are {more-
or-less) young and in love (although

they sleep in separate beds). Also,

they kill people.
Paul works in a liquor shop in a

ba'd neighborhood until the connois-

seur in him obsessively orders a case
of $500-a-bottle wine, and he's fired.

Mary works in a hospital, ever at the

mercy of lecherous patients. When

the weirdos of Los Angeles begin to
invade the sanctity of Paul and Mary'

apartment, a scheme einerges. Why

not entice these loathsome "per-
verts" with a want ad for swingers,

hit them smartly over the head with

a frying pan, and use the money in

their pockets to finance a dream res-

taurant in the suburbs? Why not call

it "Paul and Mary's Country Kitchen"

and feature the Bland Enchilada?

A fine plan for people who are fed

up. But, what to do with the bodies?
That's where locksmith/burglar

Raoul unpredictably enters director
Paul Bartel's new independent pic-

ture, Eating Raoul, a title which
alone ensures originality to a film al-

ready sopping with 'sarcastic wit.
When Eating Raoui is seen around

the country this fall through
Twentieth-Century Fox distribution,

the delay and production headaches

that went into its genesis should be
quickly forgotten.

Eating Raoul makes Bartel's
fourth excursion into mass murder,

although the soft-shaped, balded and

bearded 44-yeai'-old from Brooklyn

might be mistaken for a classical

pianist or a sympathetic high school

teacher. With a background of study

in French and Italian, a cultural aes-

thetic which leans toward theater
and opera, and a role on the selec-

tion committee of Filmex, Bartel's

role as a director of mayhem and a

manic comic actor make him one of
the most contradictory figures in

Hollywood today. In fact, Bartel's

most recognizable role as an actor
. has been Mr. McGree, the music

teacher, in Rock and Roll High

School, a role he recalls with both
fondness and agony.

"Do you remember the scene
where the paper airplane with a note
from the principal landed in my
ear?" Bartel comments from his Los

Angeles home. "It was an extremely
painful experience. This cardboard

airplane slid along a piece of mono-

filament anchored to a plug glued
inside my ear, causing a terrible
vacuum suction with a sort of im-

plosion everytime the plane landed.

It would bounce back, ruining the
- take."

In keeping with his elite ironic
style, Bartel revealed that his favorite

moments in film have all been por-
tions of films he had either directed
or acted in. Unlike those of any other
cult director, Bartel's films all seem
'to inherit distinct and separate cults

of followers, with very little overlap.
His name is not a household word.

Private Parts (1972), his first fea-

ture,
passed
through
the first-
run circuit
with record ra-

pidity, but still
does a "fairly constant
business" through its 16mm
distributor, UA Classics. "It'
about a young runaway girl from
Ohio who takes refuge in her aunt's

rundown hotel in downtown LA,"

Bartel struggles to synopsize. "My

mind is drawing a complete blank

today. Anyway, there she encounters
a series of sinister eccentrics, one of
whom becomes her secret admirer
but is responsible for the horrible
fate in store for her."

Following Private Parts, Bartel
went to work on Death Race 2000
(1975) for Roger Corman, a film
which inspired drivers around the
country to joke about a "point" sys-

tem for running down babies,
nurses, and geriatric patients, the
blackest of comic notions rooted in
the reality of contemporary highway
tactics. A then unknown Sylvester
Stallone was one of the players.

It was for the filming of Death
Race 2000 that Bartel enlisted the
talents of Mary Woronov, calling her
from New York to star as one of the
race victims. The former Warhol ac-
tress ("She was in Chelsea Girls, of
course, in the Dark Ages"3 came out
to Hollywood, and stayed.

Woronov made other pictures
under the Corman umbrella, starring
with Paul again in Rock and Roll
High School as the wicked principal
Miss Togar. Her friendship with Bar-
tel and her statuesque proportions
made her perfea for the part of Mary
in Eating Raoul, the majestically
towering nurse with a rigid sense of

v

propriety and a nose upturned at any
hint of physical contact.

Mary (the part, not the actress)
sleeps only with her stuffed doll, just
as her husband Paul sleeps with a
large bottle-shaped pillow labeled
Lafitte-Rothschild 1961.

Why use Paul and Mary's real
names in the script? "We are not in

life anything like the Blands," Paul
explains. "The reason I made the
picture was that I wanted to work
with Mary again, to see if we couldn'
do something subtler and more sus-
tained and complicated."

Ertring Raoul begins with a gaudy
pseudo-documentary montage of Los
Angeles, resembling the newsreel
style Paul originally worked with
when he left the Army in the late Fif-

ties. As the camera records a sign
that reads Piece O'izza —HAD A
PIECE LATELY? a voice-over laments
that, in Los Angeles today, the dis-
tinction between food and sex has
become blurred.

Despite a subsequent record of
successful films, Bartel's diHiculties
in financing Eating Raoul are nearly
legendary. He broke every rule, from
the necessity of filming in segments
he could afford —ten minutes here
and ten there —to eventually putting
up the money of his friends and fam-

ily to get the piaure finished, at a
cost under jj1,000,000.

Eating Raoul bears some re-

sem-
blances

to other
contempo-

rary hfestyle
parodies, such

as John
Waters'olyesteror Paul Mor-

rissey's.Trash. What diiferen-
tiates it, according to Bartel, is a

more commercially attuned script.
Eating Raoul takes the hypocrisy of
certain "moral" attitudes, draws it to .
a murderous conclusion of logic,
and makes it all seem as easy as
toasting marshmallows.

Paul and Mary Bland take tips on
their "business" from a homemaker,
mother, and part-time sadist for hire,
Doris the Dominatrix (Susan Saiger).
Al'ter an unplanned rehearsal elimi-
nates one drunken neighbor, Mary
lures other sleazy victims with a va-

riety of guises, dressing most un-
comfortably as a Nazi, a disciplinary
mother, a cartoon mouse (ears and
all), and a hippie earth goddess
blinded by a rented strobe light.
Once the paying customers are in
the proper mood, Paul clobbers
them with cast iron cookware.

Raoul (Robert Beltran) carts off
the bodies for mysterious purposes.
Beltran, a bona-Ade Chicano whose
specialty is Shakespeare, adds tre-
mendous juice to the film, discharg-
ing lines like, "Of course I'm crazy!
I'm crazy about you Chiquita! I'm an
emotional, hot-blooded Chicano!"
After one windfall slaughter in a hot
tub, Paul and Mary are able to retire
quietly, happily ever after. The con-
clusion for the rest of the cast, how-
ever, turns out to be less satisfying.

One of the more delicious ironies
of Eating Raoul is that the actors,
technicians, and friends (including
Roger Corman, co-script writer Dick

Blackburn, Hamilton Camp, ex-DJ

the Real Don Steele, Buck Henry,

and others) are a tight bunch of

Hollywood peripherals. Blackburn, a

sometime Ampersand contributor,

spends much of his professional
time in London, where he is in de-

mand for rewrites, radio serials and

wiggy original screenplays like the

soon-to-be-shot Slayground. They all

work and entertain together with a

borderline incestuousness that Paul

and Mary Bland's isolation would

never allow. Bartel prizes working

with his friends as the most impor-

tant element (a unique one for most

of Hollywood) in filmmaking. Twen-

tieth-Century Fox, which eagerly

agreed to distribute the indepen-

dently made feature after it scored

well at several film festivals, is bet-

ting on the rapport of these mav-

ericks to gradually snowball Eating

Raoul into a word-of-mouth hit.

Mary Woronov and Bartel are cur-

rently preparing to co-star in Shake ii

Up, a film about the Fillmore East

rock showroom in the Sixties, di.

rected by Alan Arkush, another in the

clan of friends.
"I'l play a surgeon and Mary wiff

play a lighting designer. I enjoy rock

and roll, although it's not my favorite

music, I enjoyed singing and dancing

in Alan Arkush's Rock and Roll High

Scbool. Both Mary and I were also in

Alan's Heartbeeps, a film destroyed

by various studio executives who

had just screened James Bond or

Superman or something and made it

very, very different from Alan's ver-,

sion. Somewhere, a cut does exist on

his piaure, which was scored with

Mozart," Paul continues. "Maybe it

will be shown someday."

As a member of the selection
committee at Filmex, Baitel shows

concern in getting film of all kinds

seen. "Filmex is one of my great

pleasures in life, permitting me to

see a lot of films that never get tlie-

atrically released. It gives me the

feeling that I can be instrumental in

bringing films to the public tliat

might not ordinarily get seen."

Regarding the culture of L»
Angeles, Bartel admits he would like

to spend more time in New York

like both coasts, but I hope I am able

to film in New York some day.

In the meantime, he's contenting

himself knowing that Eating R<oid

has been invited to be screened 'n

the New York Film Festival this fa

and he can take in some theater

while he's there.
"I'm still singing the songs from

Steven Sondheim's Merriyy We Roii

Along, the most interesting thing I vc

seen recently," stated the man w»
merrily leaves low-budget bodies in

his cinerItatic tracks for the enjoy.

ment of people who never remem-

ber his name.
His next film? 'The title is Scenes

from if'lass Struggle in «ver)
Hi!Ls."

Maybe it's a sequel.

18 Asepcrsee4 October, 198Z



When the partyis BVOB (Bring Your Own Brush;I,
you find out who your friends are.
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Friends aren't hard to find when you'e out to
share a good time. But the crowd sure thins out when
there's work to do. And the ones who stick around

are the kind of guys who deserve something special.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

:.owen1irau. -..ere's to goocl 1iriends.
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America's fastest rising young comedian is just a few minutes:iway from h'is-

ing the living bejeezus kicked out of him. Quietly tucked away in a Claus.

trophobic dressing room on a downtown Los Angeles parking lot t:iken over

by the crew of Paramount Pictures'8 HkS. is funnyman Eddie Murphy. Isiur-

phy, whose only previous screen appearances are of the television variety as

the only certifiable star of the third incarnation of Saturdatr 1Vt'tybt lite, will

soon be engaged in cinematic fisticuffs.
The scene is to be filmed in a sleazy alleyway bedecked with glitzy neon to

make it resemble a San Francisco street. "We got right up to the st«rt of ihe

fight last night," says a subdued Murphy, dressed in his character's
Amino'len

plaid suit, waiting for darkness to fall.
o Got right up to the point where I

throw the first punch. But by then the sun was coming up."
Murphy leans back on the narrow couch and smiles. Behind him, hanging

in a tiny closet is a pair of worn denim jeans and a denim overcoat tltat lie

would undoubtedly feel more comfortable in. After all, Eddie Murphy is 2i
years old. The three months he's been working on the movie represent tjie

longest period of time he's ever been away from home.
Yet, here is Eddie Murphy, starring in a big budget motion picture, oppo

site a major star, Nick Nolte, being direaed by Holly ood veteran Walter Hill

Talk about being on a roll, His first comedy album, Eddie h1urplg, had heeii
released earlier in the week. He was scheduled to do Johnny Carson's lb
night Sl«ow, the next day (his third appearance on the late night kingpiii s

show). He had bought a black Mercedes, his fourth car, the previous week
And this September he started his third season on the show that began it all

for him, a show he also helped to revive, Saturday lVigbt Live.
After a year as a second string "feature" player during SM.'s ill-fated 19IIO

81 season, Murphy helped take the show to new heights with brilliant 'I»"
crazily original characterizations when he was finally allowed to turn it all

loose last season. Armed with a brash cockiness and a veritable laundry list <>f

impersonations and odd characters, he began his comedy march off tiie

beaten laugh track with parodies of Buckwheat, of Little Rascal fame; vejv"
Jones, a jive talking huckster; Mr. Robinson, the gheuo's answer to the clean
as-white-bread Mr. Rogers; and film critic Raheem Abdul Muhammad, wlio
defiantly asks why Shaft was never nominated for an Oscar.

Murphy's impersonations are equally on target, with the barbs leaving n"
figure untouched. Some people even say that his humor has a mean s«ea ~

that he can be mercilessly cruel. Take, for instance, a sketch he did last season
portraying Muhammad Ali as a punch-drunk, disoriented old man. There wah

hLs soulful James Brown, dressed'in curly red wig, singing Annie's "The Siin
Will Come Out Tomorrow." His Little Richard Simmons is two parodic~ '"
the price of one. And then there was the infamous Larry the Lobster sk«c

'herea tuxedo-dressed Murphy invited viewers to vote whether he sh«l'i
kill the crustacean on live TV. (To his dismay, the lobster was allowed to live >

"i don't do easy comedy," says Murphy. Tii do anyshind char is nor rahoo
"'esswith. Like, 1 won't do jokes on religion or the shooting of the pope '"

Martin Luther King's death. That kind of thing, But people watch Satttrdtiy
lhgbt Live to see outrageous things. They want to see shocking stuff that

thc'idn't

know you could do on television. And that's the stuff they remember
For the past three months, however, Murphy has had to be content to P

"'nlyone churner, that of Reggie Hammond, a con&a sprung from jail for -is

hours to help a cop played by Nick Nolte find some convicts that have
mu'ereda wave of policemen. During the scene that will be shot tonight, Mur

phy and Nolte, after spending the day together, are fed up with each
otjie'oke

decides to let Murphy know he means business by trying to wipe "
street with him.

A knock on the dressing room door signals he's needed on the set Hc
walks out of the dressing room and down the seedy street, where hustlen"
hookers and transvestites have come to watch the excitement.

Off

"".
policemen have been hired to patrol the area and an occasional backf«e

(Continued on f«age "-~'.4
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3 YAMAHA SECA TURBO
MOTORCYCLES
With a Turbocharged, 650 cc, four-

cylinder engine that performs like

an1100. Estimated Retail Value:
$5,000 each

2 GRAND PRIZES: DATSUN 280-ZX TURBO SPORTSCARS
The awesome 280-ZX with the Turbocharged, 2.8 liter overhead-cam, fuel-injected engine

Estimated Retail Value: $17600 each

10 AKAI VCR
AND AUDIO SYSTEMS
VPS-7350 portable video cassette
deck, tuner timer, stereophonic

sound, 6-event, 7-day
programability. PRO-1011

1
matched component
music system-turntable,

v

~

integrated amplifier, AM/FM

f„F=-.-., =-.P'~, -'I
t ~'uner, stereo cassette deck,

:g I:s I 1
i' speaker system. Estimated

Retail Value: $2,590 each

-e a 4I %.

10 LEICA R-4
CAMERAS 8 LENSES
Legendary Leica 35mm
camera with multi-mode
operation, dual light

measurement, 50 mm

F2.0 reflex lens and on
exceptional warranty.
Estimated Retail
Value: $2,175 each

10 APPLE II PLUS PERSONAI.
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 500 TURBO GIFT SETS

C0L'~NE.
,rOR~ NET

48K personal computer, Turn it on with a '/z oz. bottle of
monitor and diskdrive.,'urbo Cologne and Turbo Stick

The perfect system for Deodorant.
managing finances,
education, and video
games. Estimated
Retail Value: ENTER THE FABERGE TURBO $130,000

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM AT STORES WHERE FABERGE PRODUCTS ARE SOLD.

Ogicial Entry Forms and Official Rules (or the Turbo S130,000Supercharged Sweepstakes are available at partiopating retail stores where Faberge products are sold.

Ohio residents may a so request an icia n ry orm on u .s y w
h d 1 t Off I E t Form and Rules by wnting to. Turbo Sweepstakes, c/o TRG Communications, inc.1140 Avenue of the Americas

New York, N Y 10036. Limited io one request per family per envelope, for Ohio residents only. Requests must be received by Dec, 1, 1982.
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In 48 Hrs., Murphy plays convict
Reggie Hammond ucho reluc-
tantly assists tough cop Nick

Nolte in J'inding some cop kill-
ers. That's director Walter Hill

in the beard.

Jc p<"

I
l

a car causes crew members to smile nervously.
Murphy, standing next to Walter Hill, watches as the two stunt

doubles of him and Nolte run through the scene. He nods approv-
ingly as his look-alike launches two quick jabs into the Nolte-
double's face. But this is not a fight that Hammond is destined to
win. After having a garbage can bounced ofi'is ribs, the Murphy
look-alike is hoisted high overhead, and given a full body slam into
a pile of garbage.

After the stuntmen finish, Murphy will take the place of the dou-
ble to enable Hill to get close-up shots of Murphy in the scene. Hill

turns to Murphy, "So, what do you think of your first fight scene?"
Murphy shrugs. He's a little apprehensive about going before the

cameras to take a pummeling, so he tries to joke. "It's okay, but do
I have to be thrown in the garbage?" It's a rhetorical question.
Murphy walks across the street, ready to film the scene, as the crew
members gather to watch Murphy in action. During his work on
the film, he has earned their respect as a professional, and particu-
larly from the film's director Walter Hill.

Hill, of course, had every reason to worry about working with

someone who had never done a film before. But he had seen Mur-

phy on television and sensed his potential. "On Saturday Night

Liue, Eddie was clearly a comedic performer, but one who lent
himself to doing acting," Hill says. "I didn't want to hire a come-
dian, I wanted an actor. But at the same time, I wanted someone
who would be spontaneous and bring something comedic to the
part."

Hill thinks his gamble paid off. And he believes that Murphy's

doing a dram tic role for his first movie will pay off for Murphy, as

well. "To me," says Hill, "It's an indication of his intelligence not to
run off and do itfeachalls 3 for his debut film. It's good to take on a
different kind of problem and'be perceived in a different kind of
context."

It's a strategy that obviously didn't escape Murphy, either. He had

been offered many films, but decided to sit back, take his time and

analyze all the offers without rushing to any one picture. "Rather

than do a comedy, which was what everyone was expecting," says

Murphy, "I thought I'd do a serious movie. I doubt if I'l ever do
anything that has this much seriousness again. This is a great expe-
rience, but my heart is in the yuks."

Murphy, like many a young comic before him, refined his skills

at that great comic breeding ground of American. society known as

high school. His childhood was not without the little traumas that

are a part of growing up. Murphy's parents were divorced when he
was three and his father, Charles, a New York policeman, died
when Murphy was 12. After Eddie's mother Lillian remarried, his

step-father Vernon Lynch moved the family from Brooklyn to
Roosevelt, Long Island, a predominantly black middleclass suburb,
where Murphy grew up with. his two brothers. It was Roosevelt

High School where Murphy'came into his own.
Aside from the run-of-the-mill practical jokes, such as calling in

bomb scares, spraying mace in the hallways, or giving wedgies

(ripping out someone's underwear from the rear) to unsus+cting
classmates, Murphy mastered the art of the devastating New York

putdown, known as ranking. "I was able to rank on people real

good," says Murphy. "And whenever there was a talent show, I was

always selected to be the emcee.
"See, the kids at Roosevelt had this real short attention span. If

you weren't any good in the first two or three seconds of your act,

they heckled you. They needed someone who could keep control,
so I'd rank them. Like, 'Hey, your mother's got a wooden leg with a
kick stand.'hat would shut them up. Eventually I started doing
impressions and stuff, but my act was basically all putdowns."

At 16 Murphy started doing talent shows, wangled his way onto
some cable TV shows and was even finding steady work at one
Long Island comedy club. Armed with self confidence and the
rudimentary beginnings of an act, Murphy was on his way. "By this

time, I was performing three, four times a week. And my report
card was showing it." But still, Murphy was pocketing more money
than he ever had and this enticed him further.

Tl>e Gong Show was in its heyday at this time and many comedy

clubs would advertise Gong Show Nights, an anything-goes assort-

ment of potluck comedians who vied for a $50 cash prize.
"Whenever I needed money, I would scan the papers for a bar hold-

ing a Gong Show Night. It was easy money, no problem.
"Eating Boogers —that was my killing routine. Then, Butterflies

Landing on S-t. Classy stuff. And Farts. Facts was a killer. You could

always count on Farts. I'd be driving to a club, figuring out my set.
I'd think, I'l do Eating Boogers, Bunerflies and Farrs —Killer set."

He was travelling more and more and when he was finally

graduated from high school, Murphy attended Nassau Community

College for all of two weeks. But Eddie knew that his future wasn'

to be found in the hallways of a book palace. "Ifyou want to be a

performer," he says, "and you are going to school, I think you'e

wasting your time."
"I wasn't concerned about his future," says Eddie's mother Lil-

lian. "Although he wasn't keeping his grades up, I knew he would

end up doing something where he wouldn't have to get his hands

dirty." Murphy found himself in his comedy. By the time he was 18,

Murphy was touring the country, playing nightclubs. "I had gone

past Eating Boogers, and had a classy little act," says Murphy.
The comedian was performing at a Ft. Lauderdale night club

during the summer of 1980 when Bob Wachs, Murphy's manager,
summoned him to New York and sent him to audition for what was
to be a new and improved version of Saturday Night Lice. The
entire cast had left, and NBC was starting over, from scratch. "I
submitted Eddie," says Bob Wachs, "and through a series of very

gruesome, long hard interviews and auditions, Eddie got the part."
It took six auditions during a one month period before Murphy

received the word that he had been hired. Murphy remembers
well the resistance he had initially before trying out for the show.

"I really didn't want to be on no Saturday Night Licce. I wanted to be
a stand-up comic. I mean, I was 19, travelling all over the place,
making like $500 a week, while my friends were all working in

department stores. My life was perfect."
That life changed when he became a feature player, a sort of

second stringer who did bit parts in sketches, during the 1980-81
season. But what was thought to be a blessing almost turned out to
be the kiss of death during that disastrous season, which almost

saw the show destroyed.
After Lorne Michaels, the show's original producer, left along

with the rest of the charter member irregulars, NBC, with much

hoopla, promoted Jean Doumanian, the associate producer, to the
top spot. Doumanian took control and hired a new cast, new stafF,

new writers and gave the show a new look, namely failure. Once
the crown jewel of late night comedy, the Doumanian reign was

like a string of paste pearls. Saturday Night Lic>e earned universally

negative reviews and the ratings began to take a nose dive.
For the 1981-82 season, Doumanian was ingloriously put out to

pasture, as were all but two of the original cast. The survivors were
Eddie Murphy and Joe Piscopo. With Dick Ebersol, the NBC pro-
gram executive who was in charge of the show's original launch in

1975, appointed to the helm, SNL made slow, but steady improve-
ments last season. One reason was the spotlighting of the talents of
Murphy, who was allowed to cast off his feature status. He became
a full-fledged cast member and given almost total freedom. He now
writes his own material, is allowed to regularly introduce off-beat
characters, and is pulling in a reported $4,500 a show.

Murphy was upset at being held back his initial year with the
show. "They said I was too young and I wouldn't know how to
handle success. That was Jean. She told me, 'We don't want another
Freddie Prinze on our hands.'" Yet Murphy refuses to lay blame
with, Doumanian for the show's eventual collapse.

"Jean meant well. She just had no comedic backgrouncL You

have to blame the network I mean, if I was driving down the street
with Stevie Wonder and said, 'Stevie, you drive,'ou can't blame
Stevie if we crash. You have to blame me."

As for Murphy's long term goals, don't look for any crashes in his

future, although the Freddie Prinze syndrome is something that he
thinks about, even jokes about. "In the true tradition of young

celebrity, I think I'l die in a plane crash.
"No, look, I'm not dying no time soon. I want to be the first guy

to ever be successful at an early age and not croak and not kill

himself. That's my plan. Stay successful and not die. I'm 21 years

old, I don't see myself puttering out. Or I hope not, anyway."

Looking to the future, Murphy hopes to do a feature film that he
is writing called I'm Gonna Get You, Sucker, a sendup of black
exploitation tilms. He should have plenty'of time to finish writing

it. Murphy plans to leave Saturday ivighi Live at the end of its cur-

rent season and take a much deserved rest. After all, last season'

edition ended on May 22. Two days later Murphy was in San Fran-

cisco filming 48 HRS.'xterior street scenes with Nick Nolte. 'He'

been working ever since.
Now, on a Los Angeles street corner taken over by movie people,

Murphy is about to fight. Director Walter Hill gives the orders.
"Places. Roll 'em."

All goes well, with Murphy ducking and rolling with the
punches. The crowd grows larger as the scene unfolds. The climac-

tic moment has arrived. The stuntman places one hand between
Murphy's legs and the other on his back, lifting him high into the
air to slam him into the pile of trash.

The director yells, "Cut." As Murphy is hoisted overhead, there'

a smile on his face as wide as a tunnel. "Let's try it again," says Hill.

Murphy runs through his paces a second time, on the receiving
end of the fast and furious blows. He is picked up and without a
hitch is slammed down hard into the pile of garbage. Hill looks
pleased. "That's a keeper," he says.

The crowd, which has grown to nearly concert size, breaks into a
round of spontaneous applause, while Murphy, in the pile of trash,
looks around, puzzled, then gets up slowly, slightly disoriented.

Bouyed by the mixture of attention and relief that the scene is

completed, Murphy pulls himself together and starts walking
methodically to the stunt double, his mood growing more lively

with each step
Finally, Murphy is standing face to face with the massive

stuntman. He looks him in the e)w. "I kicked your butt, sucker,"

says Murphy.
They both break out laughing, and Eddie Murphy walks to the

street corner and readies himself for the next scene,
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Talk with Marshall Crenshaw,
whose debut LP Marshall Crtn-
sbaw and single, "Someday, Some-
way," are both ascending the charts, album would you want?"
and before long you'l be talking Crenshaw peers through his tinted
about hvorite records. "What if," I glasses and adjusts the large white
say, posing the classic question, "you cowboy hat that surmounts his
were stuck on a desert island? What close-cropped brown hair. His grin

24 Aeipenueauif October, 1%9 .

is as instantly ready as his answer.
I'd rather have ten singles. Maybe

'My Generation'y The Who,
'C'mon Everybody'y Eddie Coch-
ran, 'Trapped by a Thing Called
Love'y Denieee LaSalle, 'Let's Stay
Together'y Al Green ...I could
name fift or flve hundred of them,

"I really like singles," Crenshaw
expands, shifting in his soft chair at
Warner Bros. Records'ew York
headquarters, where he's spending a
brief break during a criss-crossing
tour of America. "Singles are what
I'm really about. I consider each lit-
tle song an entity unto itself and an
album just a collection of ideas. The
format I'm really excited about is EPs
and 12-inch singles,"

Marshall Crenshaw is a product
of Detroit's middle-class suburbs,
where he was exposed to a plethora
of musical styles. The Detroit up-
bringing left him with "...a gene-
ral mania for pop music," Cren-

shaw says. "Idon't care
how old or new

something is.
My tastes

are di-

Just

how
diverse

becomes
clear as he

lets loose
a stream of

favorites and
influences that

spans Bootsy Col-
lins, Lefty Frizzell,

Iggy and the Stooges,
e Ramones, the Who
as the TV ads for corn

n albums say, much,
e.

however, Crenshaw's
stly reminiscent of two

of pop music's greatest influences:
Buddy Holly and the Beatles. With
brother Robert on drums, and bassist
Chris Donato, Crenshaw makes full
use of the trio's harmony singing and
background vocals that recall "The
Chirping Crickets," Holly*s back-up

singers, or the harmonies on Meet
tbe Beatles.

Yet no one can accuse this music
of being a mere revivalist flash.
Crenshaw's sound is not plagiarism
but progression, an individual style
built on some of the strongest bricks
from the base of pop music. "I'm
proud of the comparisons," Marshall
says in reference to the constantly
recurring mentions of these artists,
later calling his influences "our cul-
tural heritage." But while many cri-
tics have described his music as
coming from the Fifties, it is absurd-
to think of Crenshaw as anything but
a product of the Eighties.

Marshall began the Seventies in
Detroit, playing guitar for four years
in a local bar band. A series of dif-
ferences with band membe'rs, as well
as Crenshaw's knowledge that "if
you'e in a hurry (to get established)
and still in Detroit, there's something
wrong with your mind," was the in-
centive behind an unsuccessful 1975
trip to Los Angeles in search of fame
and fortune. Crenshaw landed a
dismal job with a touring Country |it
Western band 71-75 before returning
home penniless. On a lark, with
brother Robert's help, he answered
an ad for Beatlemania tty-outs with a
recording of "I Should Have Known
Better." For the next two years, 1976
to 1978, Marshall Crenshaw was John
Lennon, travelling the country in the
role of his one-time hero.

The pay was good, but Crenshaw
felt stifled and left the cast in 1978.
He married his high school sweet-
heart and moved to New York, a city
he has adopted with fervor. 'This is
my town," he says about the Big Ap-
ple, before grinning and reminding
himself of his Michigan upbt1nging.
But anyone who listens to

"Rockin'round

in N.Y.C." on the album's
first side, with its joyous Ramones-
like brevity, knows where Marshall's
heart belongs.

During the end of his tenure with
Beatlemania, Crenshaw began corn=
piling an impressive collection of
songs. He recorded a number of
these on a four-track tape deck, and
passed the demo about to most any-
one who would listen. One person
who took notice was producer
Richard Gottehrer, looking for mate-
rial for the next Robert Gordon al-
bum. Crenshaw gave Gordon three
songs, and co-wrote another with
him, but when Goaehrer split with
Gordon, eventually producing the
Go-Go's Beauty and tbe Beat, Gor-
don's album was put on hold. Even-
tually Are You Gonna Be tbe,One
was released, and it contained
'Someday, Someway," a small hit that
revived Gordon's sagging career, and
marked just the beginning for the
song's composer Marshall Crenshaw.
Lou Ann Barton featured Crenshaw's.

'Brand New Lover" on her debut al-

bum, and slowly the word began to
spread.

Warner Bros. got hold of the
word, and sent Marshall into the
studio. In New York, Crenshaw had
begun to build a reputation
throughout the club scene, mixing
handfuls of lesser-known gems of
the past with originals of equal mer-

it, and had already released a 12-

inch single on Shake Records. The
band entered the Record Plant
Studios in hope of capturing the
sound that had taken them this I'ar,

but soon found themselves bogged
down. 'The freshness was gone,"
Marshall recalls, "and there was no
way for me to detach myself to look
at it." Re-enter Richard Gottehrer,
the objective eye that helped the trio
complete twelve tracks in six weeks.

It is difficul to describe the
energetic simplicity and exuberant
beauty that permeates Crenshaw's
debut album. Each song stands as an
aflirmation of rock and roll's ability .
to thrill the listener. "She Can'
Dance" celebrates the pop music fan,

"Mary Anne" is a tribute to a female
of the Eighties much as "Peggy Sue"
remains the ideal of the Fifties.

"Cynical Girl" is arguably the album's

peak, a jingle-jangle tune that seems
to sum up our times, with the song's
hero "going out looking for a cynical
girl, who's got no use for the real
world. Like the Eighties, Cynical
Girl" is a little funny and a little
skeptical.

If there's a problem with Cren-
shaw's debut album it's that it fails to
capture all of the energy that comes
through in his 1ive shows. Marshall is
aware of this, saying that "it's some-
thing we'e going to try to get next
time. As time goes on thats what
we'e going to be trying to accom-
plish." Is it that the raw sound in
concert packs more power than the
refined studio renditions? "There'
going to be a lot less over-tracking
and less dubbing," Marshall says,
hoping that the follow-up album, al-

ready in the mental planning stages,
will be truer to the full-sounding
versions that concert goers have
heard. But Crenshaw realizes that
there's more to creating memorable
music than flnding the right mix in

the studio. In great recording of the
past, Marshall find "some personal-
ity or human spirit that comes across
in those records," and hopes that he
too can communicate such vitality

Particularly, Crenshaw loves the
immediacy of impact of a good
single. "I have only about a five sec-
ond attention span," he confesses.

"That's why all the exaggerated as-

pects of a single appeal to me. And, if
an artist is lucky, maybe there'
something of lasting value there, too.
The good stufF tends to stay around.'
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(c<>ntinud from page 6)
Universal Pictures, Universal City,

CA'1608.Don't send them.to us. We
want to be surprised.

R EMEMBER SATURt>AY ArtdHT Ltt»E'S

spoof of bad movies with Dan
Aykroyd playing Leonard Pinth Gar-
nell, a man who relished introducing
bad cinema? By the end of this year
you can go to your local movie
house and pay to see It Came Pom
Hollywood, a compilation of fil
clips from some of the worst "old,
bad movies" ever. Just for some
marquee value, Paramount has tab-
bed Richard Pryor, Gilda Radner and
Cheech and Chong as narrators.

Where Are the Brains?

S TEVE MARTIN has just completed
filming The Alan rvith Tivo Braitrs

a comedy that takes him away from
the "heady" work he did on Pennies

from Heaven and Dead I!ten Don'
Wear Plaid and puts him back into
the "wild and crazy humor" of his
first film, Tbe jerk.

This time Martin plays a world

famous brain surgeon who has just
developed the "cranial screwtop"
method of surgery. While being
interviewed by an intrepid reporter
he spies beautiful Kathleen Turner
(Body Heat) who is conveniently hit

by his car so Steve can perform the
operation. that will save her life. Nat-

urally, he falls in love, marries her
and the two speed off to Vienna to
combine their honeymoon with his
lecture at the Institute of Craniology.

Unfortunately, Turner proves to be
a tacky tart and Steve takes refuge
with a brain floating all alone in a lab
tank (it's true). The dilemma —does
he find a body for his new true love
or just join her in cerebral bliss?

The'orld

will find out next summer
when Warner Bros. releases the pic-
ture.

Who Stole My Last Three
Pages?

W ITH EVERY STUDIO IN HOLLYWOOD

hot on the sequel bandwagon
(e.gn Rocky Ill, Star Trelz II, Grease 2,
...),it was not exaaly a revelation
when Universal Pictures announced
a follow up to the classic Hitchcock

thriller Psyci>o. What was surprising
to Universal-MCA president Sid
Sheinberg was the ending (or lack of
one) to his copy of the script.

It seems that the prez was thor-
oughly engrossed in the misadven-
tures of nasty Norman Bates, who in
this version is undergoing a sanity
hearing 22 years after his grisly
murder spree and is declared men-
tally competent and put on the
streets to presumably wreak havoc.
again. Well, just as Sheinberg was
getting to the end —there was no
ending. The last three pages of his
script were missing. He called the
producer to complain, but was told,

"You'e right, no one gets to read the
last three pages."

Though not the usual way in the
movie biz, Sheinberg saw the light.
The picture still went on to film
around L.A. with Tony Perkins and
Vera Miles reprising their roles. The
ending? You can bet it leaves the
door open for Psycho III.

Working~
FFER SPENDING MOST OF LAST YEAR

on his Santa Barbara ranch and
flying himself to see friends in
Europe, John Travolta is going back
to work again, He hopes to start film-

ing in the spring on Staying Alive,
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OIUAIITY TAPES —DEPT AMI

864 EAST 7rr STREET, BROOKLYN. NY 11230

Need Credit?
GET MASTERCARD, OTHERS,
w/no credit check. Guaranteed!!
Simple, Legal. Plus other credit
secret»L Free details! Inflation Re-

ports, AMC, Box 60148, Los
Angeles, CA 90060 (133)

Women Too Expensive?
STOP DATING RIPOFFS! FREE
details. New Lifestyle Publishing,
Box 4419, AM-A, Los Angeles, CA
90051. (133)

Hassle No Mote
Now you can purchase smoking
and snuff accessories through
our mail order catalog. Send
$3.00 for our catalog and receive
FREE 4 packs of rolling papers.
FANTASY HIGHLAND, P.O. Box
1271, Dept. A, Northbrook, IL
60062. Credit card holders call
312-966-7878. Monday-Friday 10-9
Saturday 10-5:30, Sunday 12-5.
Central Time (081)

Hospital Scrub Suits
Ours are the ¹Iselling scrub
suits to hospitals in the United
States. The scrub shia is a green,
V-neck design with long tails.
Green, pajama-style trousers have
wide legs and hip pockets with
reinforced stitching. Specify size;
small, medium, large, X-large
(These are men's sizes; women
order accordingly). Blue and
white are available in lots of one
dozen. Order today; supply lim-
ited. Send $12.95/shirt and
$14.50/pants (in Hawaii add $2.00
for shipping) to: Scrubs, P.O. Box
1792, Heaverton, Oregon 97075.
Include your name, address, and
phone number. Allow 2 to 6
weeks for delivery. (171)

Join 3 Stooges Fan Club!
RECEIVE CLASSIC STOOGES
poster, certificate, membership
card, newsletter, product offers!
$5: Oflicial 3 Stooges Fan Club,
P.O. Hox 266 Dept. A-4, Mt. Mor-
ris, IL 61054. (036)

FREE COLLEGE TUITION I!!
Amazing $3 Billion scholarship
sources. Everyone qualified. Long
SASE plus $1 (refundable).
Career Assistance Programs,
45415 Lorimer, Lancaster, CA
93534 (021)

PENFIIIENDS - ENGLAND - USA.
Make lasting friendships through
correspondence. Send age, inte-
rests. Free reply. Harmony: Box
89AMP, Brooklyn, NY 11235.

(063)

It Covers Your Body Tool
Anrpersand covers the news and
people that enteaain you. Now
we have a limited number of of-
ficial Ampersand T-shias to cover
your body (and maybe a friend'
body too!) Classic black with red
& gold Ampersand logo. Send
check or money order to: Am-
persand T-Shirt, P.O. Hox 699,
Hollywood, CA 90028. $7.00 for
one —$6.00 for additional same
order T-shirts. Please include

50'er

shirt for postage/handling,
Specify size(s) —S,MJ.W. (173)

OFFSHORE JOBS! LATEST INFOR-
mation! Positions, wages, com-
panies now hiring! Send long
stamped envelope to: OFFSHORE
GUIDES, P.O. B<lx 4478-A, Biloxi,
MS 39531 (023)

OUTTHEOTHER„

billed as a kind of sequel to Satur-
day Night Ier.er in which we pick up
super cool Tony Manero five years
later as a mould-be actor-chorus kid
in N.Y. Feiner costar Karen Lynn Gor.
ney is again expected to play oppo-
site him.

Actually, Travolta had wanted to
do the biopic of the late Jim Morri-
son, but both the Doors and
Paramount (to whom Travolta owed
his next piaure) resisted. Neverthe-
less, he still plans to make Fire, a
script written by Brian DePalma, that
is to Morrison what Tbe Rose was to
Janis Joplin. Also on tap is a ro-
mancer, Ahoul a Week, that will re-
unite him with Grease costar Olivia
Newton-John and director Randall
Kleiser. He'l poaray a deejay on a
whirlwind romance with ONJ.

lionul Iwrnpoons C/ELss Reunion, 8

spoof of horror films that is just one
of four projects in the works at vari-

ous studios. Animal House 2 is in

development (?) at Universal; Vcrccr-

tion, starring Chevy Chase, is filming

at WB; and Paramount's Lampoon
treatment of joy of Setc is slated Io

get underway this year with the pos-

sibility of Laverne And Shirie!''s
Penny Marshall (uh, huh) making
her directing debut.

Computers Still Live

A LttIOUGH DISNEY sTUDIos failed Io

produce a blockbuster with iis

compttter epic, Trr>rr, United Artist»

is going ahead with plans for
Well'ames,

a thriller centering on a Ixly

computer genius who taps into a n;i-

tional defense program. Unlike the

Disney effort, it will be more of i

drama where no one can tell wh;it

Is real and what is being:icted."
Mathew Broderick, who appears in

Neil Simon's upcoming ht<zv Dugan
Returrrs, stars with Martin Brest (G<P

ing in S0'le) direaing.

Mixing Music & Movies
UDLEY MOORE AND ROBERT DUVALL

have both turned to music in
their upcoming pictures. Moore
composed the score for his new
Christmas film, SLY Weeks, in which
he stars as a politician opposite Mary
Tyler Moore, a cosmetics mogul
whose daughter is dying. Tender
htercies features Duvall as a raspy
country warbler trying to make a
comeback from alcoholism. He
wrote one of the four tunes he sings
in the piaure, which is directed by
Australia's Bruce Beresford.

On Location

O SCAR WINNER TIMOTIIY HLITTON

can be seen tootling arounti
the streets of N.Y. these days spoaillg
a new grungy beard and squiring
Amanda Plummer, his costar in dl.

rector Sidney Lumet's upcoming
fliln'ersion

of E.L, Doctorow's Tl>e Br>r>k

of Daniel. Hutton grew the whiskers

to show tliat he could look like

something other than th<.

American boy for his role in the fic

tionalizecl account of a Jewish fanlily

caught in the House Committee on

Un-American Activities hearings "
the late Sen. Joe McCarthy. No

s«i'acrificewas needed by Plumme~

daughter of Christopher Plumm«
and Tammy Grimes and recent Toily

Award winner for Agnes of God.

A FTER MORE THAN A YEAR as a
Broadway and (soon-to-be) film

star in Pirates of Penzance Linda
Ronstadt has recorded an album of
mostly new material. She is also con-
templating an album of standards ar-
ranged hy one of Frank Sinatra's fa-
vorite conductors, Nelson Riddle
(who scored one song on the afore-
mentioned album). Elektra/Asylum
says it will release the new disc by
the end of this year. As for the stan-
dards, says one insider, "it depends
if the first one stiffs.H

Stet'e Ginsherg attended Queen.
lege in Neur?'Ork and

North«'estc~'ear

Chicago before migrlaling»
Ios A>rgeles three years ago i«'l'
toils for Variety anci claims

shor<'usrness

rs nil Irfc.

G ARY U.s. BoNDs, whose career was
rejuvenated with, among other

things, the hit single HOut of Work,"
is segueing into movie work. He
sings the original title song on ¹

'Ibe Bus Boys in 48 Hrs. PeP to right)r Kevin O'Neal,
Gus Lounderman,-Brian O'Neal, Irictor Johnson and
Mike Jones. Drummer Steve Felix is hidden in the
background.

Substitutions:
IRECTDR whLTER HILL first wanted LA. rockabifly faveraves The Bh»-

ters to supply music for his currently filming 43 Hrs. pic, starring
Nick Nolte and Eddie Murphy. But the finicky, leather-clad lads were
worried about what said appeararice might do'o their "image." (How
much "image" can someone from Downey, CA have?) Anyway, after
weeks of fretting they nixed the offer, much to the pleasure of the Bus
Boys —an eager, ambitious, rockin'ssemblage of black and chicano
musicians (okay, just one chicano). The Bus Boys were in line for fame
a couple of seasons ago, with an Ampersand cover, a Rolling Stone
feature and a last-minute-cancelled Time feature, plus' budding
friendship with Mssrs. Jagger and Richards. According to on-the-set ob-
servers, they'e jumped on this new opportunity with all twelve feet.
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I'':, 'et It.Together. and Savel The complete music
system you want, now;at+price you can afford —.
andt ii ajl.comes.ttogether.m,a,haindsome,- space-

:savingH'i@Riot-radt,- Gieatttfor apartments or-dorms,
this . su'perb; peCormance-matched Realistic
system- brings:your.favorite music to you-
everything &om Brahms to Blondie —.without the
'hassle and confusion of.selecting individual com-
ponents —our engineers have done it for you. The
system indudes:
STA-204 AM/I'M Stereo Receiver. 16 watts per
channel, minimum rmstinto S ohms from
20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.08%
THD. Exdusive Auto-Magic for perfect tuning.
Tape monitor. A/B speaker switching.
I.XB-130 Semi-Automatic Belt-Drive Turnta-

.. ble. Dust Cover and $12.95Realistic/ADC QLM

4k

MK.IH-,magnetic ciartridge:induded. No.extras to
buy.- Built-in strobe -light and pitch- control- for
precise.33t/>. and 45.-RPM speeds'.

SCT-24 Stereo Cassette Deck. Dolby* noise re-
duction cuts tape "hiss*'nd extends dynamic
range. Bias and EQ selectors for normal, chrome
or metal tape.
Two Nova-500 Three-Way Speaker.

Systems.'ach

features a powerful 12"woofer, 5" midrange
and wide-dispersion 3" tweeter in a walnut vinyl
veneer endosure.

Custom Audio Rack. Walnut vinyl veneer finish,
heavy-duty casters. Adjustable extra shelf for extra
component or tapes.

The coinponents purchased separately would cost
$689.70—visit Radio Shack and save $90.70.

( E

Iliad se>r aaelII, I
THE WORLDWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND

Retail prices may vary at indiutduat stores and dealers
*TM Oolby Laboratories Inc


